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ABSTRACT

Bubble column reactors are multiphase contactors based on the dispersion of a gas phase in the form 

of bubbles inside a cylindrical vessel where a liquid or a suspension circulates. Those reactors present many 

advantages such as good heat and mass transfer rates, no moving parts, compactness, easy operating and low 

maintenance and operating costs. Their main drawback is the significant backmixing which can affect selectivity 

and conversion of reaction products. They have gained particular attention in the field of wastewater 

treatment for Wet Air Oxidation (WAO) processes application. Those processes are operated at high pressures 

(up to 30 MPa) and temperatures (up to 573 K). In order to efficiently operate those processes, conversion, 

heat and mass transfer must be optimised. Those parameters depend themselves on operating conditions such 

as pressure, temperature, superficial gas and liquid velocities and on design parameters such as sparger and 

column design. This review is aimed to find the relevant parameters for operating bubble column at high 

pressures and temperatures in continuous mode. The main mechanisms governing the bubble column will be 

described. The influence of the different parameters on gas holdup, mass transfer properties and on liquid axial 

dispersion coefficient will be extensively studied. 

Keywords: Bubble columns, Gas holdup, Volumetric mass transfer coefficient, Axial dispersion coefficient, 

Interfacial area, Flow regimes

1. INTRODUCTION

Bubble column reactors are multiphase gas-liquid-solid contactors in which the dispersed phase is a

gas and the continuous phase is a liquid or a suspension. The gas phase is dispersed into the liquid or 

suspension in the form of bubbles by means of a gas sparger generally placed at the bottom of the column. The 

column can be designed to work in semi-batch mode (batch for liquid) or in continuous mode. Few studies deal

with co-current bubble columns (Biń et al., 2001; Chaumat et al., 2005; Choi and Wiesmann, 2004; De Bruijn 
et al., 1988; Fukuma et al., 1987; Gopal and Sharma, 1983; Holcombe et al., 1983; Ishibashi et al., 2001; Jin et 
al., 2007b; Kumar et al., 2012a; Kumar et al., 2012b; Majumder et al., 2006; Muroyama et al., 2013; Onozaki 
et al., 2000; Pjontek et al., 2014; Pohorecki et al., 1999; Pohorecki et al., 2001; Sangnimnuan et al., 1984; 
Shawaqfeh, 2003; Simonnet et al., 2007; Tarmy et al., 1984; Voyer and Miller, 1968; Yang and Fan, 2003) and 

fewer with counter-current bubble columns (Biń et al., 2001; Hikita et al., 1981; Jin et al., 2010; Maalej et al., 
2003; Shah et al., 2012; Smith et al., 1996; Stegeman et al., 1996).

Bubble column reactors are generally used as reactors in chemical, biochemical, petroleum and 

metallurgical industries. In particular, among the different types of chemical reactions, oxidation, chlorination, 

alkylation, polymerisation, esterification (see Stacy et al. (2014) for a recent application) and hydrogenation can 

be implemented in bubble columns. They can also be used to operate other processes such as gas conversion 

to produce fuels or fermentation and biological wastewater treatment in the field of biochemical processes. 

The Fischer-Tropsch synthesis, which is the coal liquefaction to produce fuels, is carried on bubble columns and 
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is widely studied in the literature (Behkish et al., 2002; Deckwer et al., 1980; Gandhi et al., 1999; Hulet et al., 

2009; Krishna and Sie, 2000).

Among the different processes that can be operated in bubble columns, Wet Air Oxidation (WAO) has

received particular interest in the field of wastewater treatment (Boutin et al., 2011; Debellefontaine et al., 
1996; García-Molina et al., 2007; Kolaczkowski et al., 1999; Lefèvre, 2010; Lefèvre et al., 2011). This process is 

aimed to treat wastewater (organic effluents, sludge from wastewater treatment plant…) by putting it in 

contact with an oxidizer (such as oxygen). The process can be catalysed or not. WAO processes are operated to 

work at high pressures and high temperatures. Pressure conditions are typically set between 2 to 18 MPa for

catalysed processes and between 2 to 30 MPa for non-catalyzed processes. Temperature conditions are 

generally set between 373 to 593 K. Working at those conditions is necessary to increase partial pressure and 

solubility of oxygen in the liquid phase and increase the kinetic rate of the oxidation reaction. Those WAO 

processes are typically operated in bubble columns as it provides a high liquid holdup necessary to achieve high 

mass transfer efficiency for slow reactions.

Several parameters influence the operating of bubble columns. Among them, it can be distinguished 

between operating parameters such as gas-liquid system studied, pressure, temperature, gas and liquid 

superficial velocities, operating mode (semi-batch, co-current or counter-current) and design parameters: 

column height and diameter and sparger design. Many studies focus on the effect of several of these 

parameters on the performance of the bubble column in terms of heat transfer, mass transfer (Table 1), gas 

holdup (Table 1) or bubble diameter (Table 1) and on the flow regimes (Chilekar, 2007; Chilekar et al., 2010; 
Cui, 2005; Gourich et al., 2006; Grover et al., 1986; Hashemi et al., 2009; Jin et al., 2007b; Kang et al., 2000; 
Kemoun et al., 2001; Krishna et al., 1994; Krishna et al., 2000; Krishna et al., 1991; Letzel et al., 1997; Lin et 
al., 2001; Passos et al., 2015; Reilly et al., 1994; Ruzicka et al., 2001; Şal et al., 2013; Shaikh and Al-Dahhan,
2005; Tarmy et al., 1984; Thorat and Joshi, 2004; Vial et al., 2001; Zahradník et al., 1997). The hydrodynamic 

of the bubble column is actually not well-known and difficult to predict because most of these studies only 

focus on two to four parameters and are system-dependant. 

In order to design and optimise WAO processes, it is then necessary to predict the mass transfer 

efficiency of the bubble column. However, operating WAO processes in bubble columns has never been studied 

in the literature. Moreover only few studies have been conducted at pressures over 3 MPa (for high pressure 

studies see (Behkish et al., 2007; Clark, 1990; De Bruijn et al., 1988; Fan et al., 1999; Hashemi et al., 2009; 
Idogawa et al., 1985, 1986; Ishibashi et al., 2001; Jiang et al., 1995; Jin et al., 2004; Jordan and Schumpe, 
2001; Lau et al., 2004; Lin and Fan, 1999; Lin et al., 2001; Lin et al., 1998; Luo et al., 1999; Maalej et al., 2003; 
Neubauer, 1977; Onozaki et al., 2000; Oyevaar et al., 1991; Pjontek et al., 2014; Sangnimnuan et al., 1984; 
Schäfer et al., 2002; Yang and Fan, 2003; Yang et al., 2001)) or at temperatures over 373 K (for high 

temperature studies see (Behkish et al., 2007; Clark, 1990; De Bruijn et al., 1988; Deckwer et al., 1980; 
Ishibashi et al., 2001; Jin et al., 2004; Jin et al., 2014; Onozaki et al., 2000; Pohorecki et al., 1999; Pohorecki et 
al., 2001; Sangnimnuan et al., 1984; Schäfer et al., 2002; Soong et al., 1997; Yang et al., 2001)) and seldom in 

the air-water or oxygen-water systems (Table 1). It is then necessary to collect and to synthesize the results 

obtained on the operating of bubble columns at lower conditions of pressure and temperature. Many studies 

are operated in semi-batch mode (batch for liquid, continuous for gas phase) and only few studies deals with 

continuous mode (see above). The degree of mixing in bubble columns is rarely studied and the determination 

of liquid or gas axial dispersion coefficient is rarely performed (Bouaifi et al., 2001; Chilekar, 2007; Forret et 
al., 2003; Hikita and Kikukawa, 1974; Holcombe et al., 1983; Houzelot et al., 1983; Kölbel et al., 1971; Krishna 
et al., 1999a; Lorenz et al., 2005; Ohki and Inoue, 1970; Onozaki et al., 2000; Sangnimnuan et al., 1984; Shah 
et al., 2012; Shawaqfeh, 2003; Smith et al., 1996; Tarmy et al., 1984; Therning and Rasmuson, 2001; 
Wilkinson et al., 1993; Yang and Fan, 2003; Zahradník et al., 1997). The main objective of this review is to find 

the relevant parameters for the design of WAO processes and to provide bases for operating bubble columns in 

continuous mode at high pressures and temperatures. Thus, the effect of pressure, temperature and superficial 

liquid velocity on gas holdup, mass transfer coefficient, interfacial area, volumetric mass transfer coefficient 

and liquid axial dispersion coefficient will be extensively studied. The effect of other parameters such as 

superficial gas velocity, sparger and column design and working mode (semi-batch, co- or counter-current), 

which have been largely discussed before in literature, will be summarized in the light of WAO processes. In the 

first part, the different mechanisms that govern bubble columns will be detailed. The second part deals with

the parametric study of gas holdup, mass transfer properties and liquid axial dispersion coefficient. The results 
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presented will be linked to the different mechanisms and the tendencies for high pressure processes will be 

reported. Heat transfer coefficient and correlations available for the estimation of bubble column properties 

(such as mass transfer coefficients, gas and liquid holdup and heat transfer coefficient) are not studied in this 

review as they have already been the subject of recent articles (Hulet et al., 2009; Jhawar and Prakash, 2011; 
Rollbusch et al., 2015; Shaikh and Al-Dahhan, 2013).

TABLE 1 (DOUBLE COLUMN TABLE)
Table 1: Literature database for the bubble column parametric study.

2. BUBBLE COLUMNS GOVERNING MECHANISMS

2. 1. Hydrodynamic studies

In literature, the study of the hydrodynamic of bubble columns at high pressures and/or at high 

temperatures is limited (Chilekar, 2007; Chilekar et al., 2010; Cui, 2005; Han and Al-Dahhan, 2007; Hashemi et 
al., 2009; Kang et al., 2000; Kemoun et al., 2001; Krishna et al., 1991; Letzel et al., 1997; Lin et al., 2001; Lin et 
al., 1998; Reilly et al., 1994; Shaikh and Al-Dahhan, 2005; Tarmy et al., 1984). In order to characterise and 

discuss the flow in bubble columns, the tendencies at atmospheric pressure and temperature will be reported. 

Authors commonly accept that four different flow regimes exist in the column whose limit depends on 

operating conditions. Those four regimes are schematically represented on Figure 1. 

FIGURE 1 (SINGLE COLUMN)
Figure1 : Main flow regimes in bubble columns.

Figure 1 shows that two main flow regimes can be identified: the homogeneous regime also called 

‘bubbly flow regime’ and the heterogeneous regime. The homogeneous regime is characterized by a narrowed 

bubble size distribution. Two sub-regimes can be distinguished, depending on the span of the bubble size 

distribution. In the case of a narrow bubble size distribution, the flow is called ‘perfect bubbly’. The ‘imperfect 

bubbly’ flow is characterized by a larger bubble size distribution (Joshi et al., 1998; Kantarci et al., 2005). In the 

homogeneous regime, breakage and coalescence phenomenon do not control the flow which is mainly

determined by the primary bubble size at the gas distributor. This kind of regime is usually observed at small 

superficial gas velocity. The turbulence is mainly attributed to bubble drag, resulting in a liquid 

microcirculation. Between the homogeneous and heterogeneous regimes, a transition regime where a macro-

circulation appears could be observed. The heterogeneous regime is, on the contrary, characterised by a larger 

bubble size distribution where small and large bubbles coexist. In this regime breakage and coalescence 

phenomenon control the flow which is usually not controlled by the primary bubble at the gas distributor

(Kantarci et al., 2005). The first heterogeneous regime (also called “churn-turbulent” regime) is characterized 

by the existence of a liquid macro-circulation due to the non homogeneous radial profile of gas distribution: 

the liquid is rising in the centre of the column and is getting down near the wall (Forret et al., 2003; Kantarci et 
al., 2005; Smith et al., 1996; Xue et al., 2008; Yang and Fan, 2003; Zahradník et al., 1997). This movement is 

the main cause of turbulence in the heterogeneous flow. The turbulence attributed to drag force from bubbles

still exists but is not predominant. The slug flow presented on Figure 1 is a specific regime which can be 

observed at high superficial gas velocity and small column diameter (typically less than 15 cm (Kantarci et al., 
2005; Shawaqfeh, 2003)). In this regime, bubble plugs can appear due to the stabilisation of bubbles at the 

wall. 
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As the mechanisms governing the homogeneous and heterogeneous regimes are different, effects of 

the parameters could be different from one regime to the other. It is then important to know precisely the

hydrodynamic regime in order to determine the main parameter. The transition between the two regimes is 

then an important factor to take into account. 

2. 2. Transition between homogeneous and heterogeneous regime

The transition between the two different regimes in bubble columns has mostly been studied at 

ambient pressure and temperature. Diagrams are often used to find the adequate operating conditions to 

reach a certain regime and are presented in Figure 2. 

FIGURE 2 (SINGLE COLUMN)
Figure 2 : Flow regime diagram at ambient pressure and temperature. Air/water system. Adapted from

(Kantarci et al., 2005).

For an air/water system, the transition superficial gas velocity at ambient pressure and temperature is 

around 4 cm.s
-1

, depending on gas sparger and column design. This is shown by many authors (Kantarci et al., 

2005; Rollbusch et al., 2015; Simonnet et al., 2007; Zahradník et al., 1997). 

Two transitions are typically studied in literature: the transition between the homogeneous and the 

transition regime and the transition between the transition regime and the heterogeneous regime. However 

some authors do not mention the transition regime and a global transition between homogeneous and 

heterogeneous is studied. 

Among the different methods used in literature to study transition velocity, the simplest and most 

commonly used in literature is the drift-flux method which is based on a graphical determination of the 

transition. The drift-flux (qD) is defined by Equation 1:

qD = εG (1-εG)(uG/εG ± uL/(1-εG)) (1)

Two methods of drift-flux have been reported by Gourich et al. (2006): the Wallis method which is 

based on the drawing of qD versus gas holdup (εG) and the Zuber and Findlay method which is based on the 

drawing of uG/εG versus us. The determination of the transition velocity is then simply done by measuring gas

holdup and by finding the changes in slope on the curves. Gourich et al. (2006) reported that these methods

are efficient to study the transition between homogeneous and transition regime. Nevertheless these methods 

can be difficult to use in the case of the transition between transition and heterogeneous regime. Experimental 

results indicate that Zuber and Findlay method can be more efficient than Wallis method in the case of viscous 

fluids. Gourich et al. (2006) reported that the most efficient method to study the transition is the spectral 

analysis of pressure fluctuations. It consists in the analysis of pressure fluctuations measured by pressure 

sensors on the column, calculating the PSDF (Power Spectral Density Function) and observing its variation 

versus frequency. The different regimes are characterised by different peak at specified frequency (a peak at 

0.1 Hz is reported to be characteristic of the homogeneous regime in semi-batch mode). This method has been 

successfully used to determine transition by different authors (Chilekar, 2007; Gourich et al., 2006; Kang et al., 
1999; Vial et al., 2001), in the case of semi-batch operated column but never in continuous mode where the 

0.1 Hz peak could not appear.

Regime transition depends on operating conditions. The influence of pressure and temperature has 

been studied at pressure up to 15.2 MPa and temperature up to 351 K. Fan et al. (1999), show that transition 

velocity between homogeneous and heterogeneous regime increases quickly while increasing pressure and 

temperature. They used the Wallis method to study the transition. While the effect of temperature is linear 

under their conditions, a plateau is observed at pressures over 10 MPa, this plateau being more pronounced at 

high temperatures. It can be deduced that under those conditions (same velocities) and at higher pressure (up 

to 30 MPa) and temperature (up to 573 K) many processes will work mainly in homogeneous regime. The effect 
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of pressure on transition velocity has also been reported more recently by Han and Al-Dahhan (2007) who 

observed an increase of regime transition velocity for pressure up to 1 MPa and for an air-water system. The 

increase is faster for their conditions as they reported a transition velocity of 15 cm.s
-1

at 298 K instead of 1 

cm.s
-1

for Fan et al. (1999) under the same conditions of pressure and temperature. Shaikh and Al-Dahhan also 

observed transition velocity at 1 MPa between 9-14 cm.s
-1

for the air/Therminol LT system. The differences

could be attributed to the effect of other parameters: gas sparger, column design and system studied (Table 1). 

In fact, the differences could be mainly attributed to the viscosity of the liquid phase: Paratherm NF is more 

viscous than water and Therminol LT (22 mPa.s for Paratherm NF and 0.88 mPa.s for Therminol LT at ambient 

conditions), which can results in an increase of bubble size. Pressure and temperature would have attenuated 

effects. These points will be discussed in section 3.1.4. Other authors also report an increase of the transition 

velocity while increasing pressure (Chilekar, 2007; Chilekar et al., 2010; Clark, 1990; Cui, 2005; Hashemi et al., 
2009; Kang et al., 2000; Kemoun et al., 2001; Krishna and Sie, 2000; Krishna et al., 1991; Kumar et al., 2012b; 
Letzel et al., 1997; Letzel et al., 1998; Lin et al., 2001; Reilly et al., 1994; Shaikh and Al-Dahhan, 2005; Tarmy 
et al., 1984; Wilkinson et al., 1992). Chilekar et al. (2007, 2010) and Krishna et al. (1991, 1994) report that the 

increase of gas density is the phenomenon responsible for this increase (effect of pressure on gas holdup in 

section 3.1.3).

Şal et al. (2013), Vial et al. (2001) and Ohki and Inoue (1970) report an increase of the transition

velocity while changing the sparger properties (i.e. decreasing orifice diameter and increasing open area, see 

section 3.1.7). Şal et al. (2013) report that decreasing the sparger orifice diameter leads to a decrease of the

bubble size (section 3.1.7) that results on an increase of 10% of the transition velocity. These results have also 

been reported by Vial et al. (2001) and Thorat and Joshi (2004). They also found that regime transition depends 

on the Hc/Dc ratio: an increase of this ratio leads to a decrease of the gas holdup at transition. Ruzicka et al. 

(2001) show the same tendencies for Hc at constant diameter and also show that transition depends on Dc at 

constant height: increasing the diameter results on an increase of the transition point. They study the influence 

of the Hc/Dc ratio on the transition and found that above 5 critical gas flowrate and critical gas holdup are 

nearly constant.  This may be case when the Hc/Dc ratio is below 5 (section 3.1.7.3).

Cui (2005), Reilly et al. (1994) and Chilekar (2007) report higher transition velocities for low surface 

tension liquids (Norpar 15, Isopar-M, Isopar-G, Varsol) compared to water. Cui (2005) attributed this effect to a 

decrease of the bubble size when working with lower surface tension fluids (section 3.1.4). An increase of the 

transition velocity is also observed for aqueous solutions of ethanol by Krishna et al. (2000) which is related to 

the surface tension effect of alcohols in aqueous solutions (see section 3.1.4). Passos et al. (2015) obtained 

higher transition velocities by adding surfactants in Newtonian and Non-Newtonian liquids. The transition 

velocity is higher for lower solution surface tension. Jin et al. (2007b) report a slight increase (5.8%) of the 
transition velocity while increasing superficial liquid velocity (from 0 to 0.011 m.s

-1
) in a co-current bubble 

column at ambient pressure and temperature. This is attributed to an increased stability of the flow in co-

current mode.

At high pressures and temperatures and for pressures over 10 MPa, temperature, physical properties 

of the liquid phase, superficial liquid velocity and sparger properties are the main parameters governing the 

transition. 

2. 3 Description of bubble column mechanisms

2.3.1. Bubble formation at the gas distributor

Among the different correlation available for estimation of bubble size at the gas sparger, correlation 

of Davidson et al. (1960) does not predict the effect of pressure. However, it shows that the primary bubble 

size increases when the diameter of the orifice of the sparger and the surface tension increase and the 

difference of density decreases. A more representative equation is the one of Bhavaraju et al. (1978) which

takes more parameters into account and depends on two adimensionnal numbers. Given the expression of 

these two numbers (Appendix), it shows that primary bubble size increases with an increase of surface tension, 

viscosity, orifice diameter and superficial gas velocity. However, it does not predict any effect of pressure. It is 

given by Equation 2. 

db,0/d0 = 3.23 ReOL
-0.1

Fr0
0.21

(2)
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Those parameters are not the only ones that influence primary bubble size: an increase in the open 

area (or orifice number at constant diameter or the opposite) increases primary bubble size. This is frequently 

attributed to coalescence between two bubbles that are formed at two adjacent holes (Miyahara and 
Hayashino, 1983). A review dealing with the formation of bubbles at the sparger and their rise velocities is 

available elsewhere (Kulkarni and Joshi, 2005).

2.3.2. Bubble coalescence

Coalescence between two bubbles can be divided in three steps: collision between two bubbles with 

formation of a liquid film, decrease of the thickness of this film and then disappearance of the film with 

coalescence. This coalescence can only happen if the contact time of the two coalescing bubbles (tB) is higher 

than the time needed to completely drain the film. Contact between two bubbles can be well represented by a 

collision frequency which increases when the number of bubbles is high and turbulence high. Among different 

authors, Lin et al. (1998) proposed the Equation 3 for the speed of film drainage at pressures up to 15 MPa and 

temperature up to 353 K.

υh α (8γL
3/(3μLrh²))(4σL/db) (3)

This equation shows that film drainage speed increases (so coalescence rate increases) when viscosity 

and bubble size decrease and surface tension increases. Contact time for coalescence (tB) depends mainly on

the turbulence and physical and chemical properties of the liquid. An increase in viscosity contributes to reduce 

turbulence in the system and so to increase tB and coalescence (Mouza et al., 2005). In fact, Equation 3
predicts that viscosity has two possible way of influence: an increase can be favourable because of the 

influence of contact time (tB) but can be negative via its influence on film drainage film and collision frequency.

2.3.3. Bubble breakage

An approach frequently used in literature (Lin et al., 1998) is to suppose that bubbles move without 

interaction in a stagnant liquid without external constraints. Rayleigh-Taylor theory of instability becomes the 

mechanism responsible for breakage. If the gas above the horizontal interface is denser than the liquid, this 

theory demonstrates that the interface is unstable, respect to perturbations with wavelengths superior to a 

critical value. Lau et al. (2004) affirm that it does not predict well the effect of pressure because they 

demonstrate that an increase of gas density stabilised the bubble. Another approach relies on Kelvin-Helmholtz 

theory of instability (Wilkinson and Van Dierendonck, 1990). This theory suggests that when a velocity

difference exists at an interface thermally stable, a wavy movement is formed at the interface. Lin et al. (1998)

demonstrate that this approach results in a better estimation than the Rayleigh-Taylor theory but it is not yet 

satisfactory. Hinze (1955) have shown that breakage happens if hydrodynamic forces become higher than 

surface tension forces. They assume that turbulent eddies generate velocity fluctuations which are responsible 

for breakage. They linked breakage to the Weber number and propose Equation 4 to calculate a critical Weber 

number. At higher Weber number breakage happens, Weber number being calculated by Equation 5.

WeC = ρLu²db,max/σL          (4)

We = ρLuGdb/σL            (5)

The critical Weber number must be determined experimentally measuring db, max and depends on the 

operating conditions of the system. Several authors then proposed empirical or semi-empirical correlation to 

estimate db,max. Lin et al. (1998) show that classical theory that use this concept underestimate maximal bubble 

size and does not take into account the viscosity and pressure effects. These authors proposed the correlation 

given by Equations 6 and 7 to estimate maximum bubble size by using an approach similar to Hinze and by 

correcting the critical Weber number by incorporating a term that takes into account the densities of gas and 

liquid and a viscosity term.

db,max = We’C
0.6[σL

0.5
/(g

0.4ρL
0.4ρG

0.2
uG

0.4)](μL/μG)
0.1

          (6)

with We’C = WeC(ρL/ρG)
1/3

(7)
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This indicates that maximum bubble size decreases with an increase in gas density and viscosity and a 

decrease in liquid viscosity and surface tension. According to Equations 6 and 7 the critical diameter increases 

when gas velocity decreases. In fact, the critical Weber number increases when the gas velocity increases 

which explains that the effect of the superficial gas velocity does not appear clearly in the equation. Lin et al. 

(1998) show that the results obtained with their equations are in good agreement at pressures up to 15 MPa 

and for a highly viscous fluid.

2.4 Effect of chemical reaction

As a chemical reaction occurs gas are produced and liquid are consumed (or the opposite). This can 

alter the physical and chemical properties of the phases and then affect the properties of the bubble column 

such as bubble size, gas holdup and mass transfer coefficient. This influence has almost never been studied in 

the literature. As an illustration, Ishibashi et al. (2001) report that their gas holdup changes significantly 

between the inlet and the outlet of the reactor in the case of coal liquefaction reaction which can be directly 

related to the gas produced (hydrogen and carbon dioxide). Their values of gas holdup are higher than those 

reported in literature at atmospheric conditions ((Zahradník et al., 1997) for example).

Choi and Wiesmann (2004) have studied the influence of chemical reaction in an ozonation bubble 

column. They propose a method to calculate the mass transfer coefficient without reaction, in the case when 

reactive gases are used. Knowing the mass transfer coefficient of a reactive gas in presence of a reaction by 

direct measurement, they estimate the increase of mass transfer due to chemical reaction from the 

measurement of the mass transfer of an inert gas. For ozonation processes, O3 is the reactive gas, O2 the inert 

gas and the mass transfer of one compound can be directly related to the other by Equation 8.

(kLa)O3 = (kLa)O2 Dm,O3, solvent/ Dm,O2, solvent (8)

In this case, Equation 8 is used to calculate the mass transfer of O3 without reaction. The effect of the 

chemical reaction is then deduced from the measurement of the mass transfer of O3 in the presence of the 

reaction. This equation is directly related to the double film theory assuming that the film thickness is the same 

for the two compounds. It also supposes that the interfacial area between the two compounds is the same (so 

the holdup and bubble size must be the same). The effect of density on interfacial area is not taken into 

account in this equation (section 3.2.3.2).

3. PARAMETRIC STUDY OF BUBBLE COLUMNS

3.1. Study of gas holdup

3.1.1. Definition

Gas holdup depends predominantly on the diameter of the gas bubbles and on their rising velocity. It 

is well accepted that gas holdup will be high when the number of bubbles is high and their diameter small. At 

the transition between homogeneous and heterogeneous regime, many authors observe a decrease in gas 

holdup for the air/water system at ambient temperature and pressure (Zahradník et al., 1997). This is 

supposed to be an effect of the apparition of large bubbles and the disappearance of small bubbles in the 

transition regime. Figure 3 adapted from Zahradník et al. (1997) shows this phenomenon and the gas holdup 

profile versus superficial gas velocity for different sparger orifice diameters.

FIGURE 3 (SINGLE COLUMN)
Figure 3 : Gas holdup profile versus superficial gas velocity, Dc = 14 cm. Air/water system. (Zahradník et al., 

1997).

For the sparger orifice diameter of 0.5 mm the three regimes are observed. However for the other, the 

bubble column only works in the heterogeneous regime. In the homogeneous regime, gas holdup increases 
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faster than in the heterogeneous regime, mostly because bubbles remain small and their number increases. In 

the case of an organic liquid, the profile may not show a maximum (Chaumat et al., 2005; De Swart and 
Krishna, 1995; Fan et al., 1999; Krishna and Ellenberger, 1996; Krishna et al., 1991; Lin et al., 2001; Öztürk et 
al., 1987; Reilly et al., 1986; Reilly et al., 1994; Urseanu et al., 2003) probably due to viscosity and/or 

interfacial tension effects. In this case, it becomes difficult to determine the regime without determining the 

bubble size distribution or the drift-flux. 

Table 1 gives the different correlations available in literature to estimate gas holdup. As can be seen in 

this table, these correlations are mainly system dependant and their applicability range is limited to the range 

of the different parameters studied. 

3.1.2 Measurement

Among the different method available to measure gas holdup, the easiest and usual way is the 

measurement of the differential pressure between two points in the column. It has been frequently used in the 

literature (Chaumat et al., 2005; Cui, 2005; De Bruijn et al., 1988; Forret et al., 2003; Hashemi et al., 2009; 
Hikita et al., 1980; Hikita and Kikukawa, 1974; Jin et al., 2007b; Kang et al., 1999; Kantarci et al., 2005; Letzel 
et al., 1999; Lin et al., 2001; Pjontek et al., 2014; Reilly et al., 1986; Shah et al., 2012; Therning and Rasmuson, 

2001; Yang and Fan, 2003). The relation frequently used to calculate the gas holdup is given by Equation 9.

εG = (ρL/(ρL – ρG))(1-ΔP/(ρLgΔz))          (9)

This relation requires validation of several hypotheses. In particular, acceleration and friction pressure 

losses must be negligible (Shah et al., 2012; Tang, 2006; Zahradník et al., 1997). A negligible acceleration 

pressure loss requires that the superficial gas and liquid velocity and their densities should be constant 

between the two points of measurement, the section of the column should be the same and the gas holdup is 

supposed to be constant between the two points of measurement. These assumptions could be difficult to 

fulfil at high pressures and temperatures because of the high solubility of gases. Moreover, the mass transfer 

from the gas to the liquid may not be neglected. Tang (2006) shows that generally the friction pressure drop is 

negligible when superficial velocities are low (uL < 1 cm.s
-1

, uG ~ 0-30 cm.s
-1

) and for low viscous fluids (water

for example). For highly viscous fluids Tang (2006) developed a method to take into account the friction effect

(Kumar et al., 2012a; Kumar et al., 2012b; Tang, 2006).

Many others method could be used to measure gas holdup. A review on this subject is already 

available in the literature (Boyer et al., 2002), so the other methods will be briefly discussed. Dynamic gas 

disengagement and the measurement of dispersion height (batch for liquid mode) are extensively used in the 

literature but could not be used in continuous mode (Boyer et al., 2002; De Swart and Krishna, 1995; García-
Abuín et al., 2010; Ishiyama et al., 2001; Kantarci et al., 2005; Krishna and Ellenberger, 1996; Krishna et al., 
1991; Ohki and Inoue, 1970; Öztürk et al., 1987; Pohorecki et al., 2001; Zahradník et al., 1997). Probes are 

also commonly used in the literature. We can distinguish between ultrasonic probes, heat transfer probes and 

needle probes (Boyer et al., 2002; Ojima et al., 2014; Soong et al., 1997; Xue et al., 2008). The first ones 

should not be used for high gas holdups (over 0.20) and high column diameter. The heat transfer probes 

require high flow rate of liquid and low solid concentrations (Boyer et al., 2002). The needle probes require a 

large column diameter and work well only in the homogeneous regime (Boyer et al., 2002; Ojima et al., 2014). 
The resistance of these probes at high pressure and temperature should be carefully studied. Other methods 

repose on tomography of gamma ray (Kemoun et al., 2001; Parasu Veera and Joshi, 2000; Shaikh and Al-
Dahhan, 2005), X-ray, electric (Jin et al., 2007a; Jin et al., 2007b) or ultrasonic wave. X-ray tomography should 

not be used for high column diameter (Boyer et al., 2002). Gamma-ray tomography is only valid for stationary

flows (Boyer et al., 2002). Ultrasonic tomography presents the same drawbacks than ultrasonic probes (Boyer 
et al., 2002). Electric tomography is not well precise (Boyer et al., 2002). Other methods like Residence Time 

Distribution (RTD) measurements, RMN or conductimetry (Boyer et al., 2002) are seldom used in literature.

3.1.3. Pressure influence on gas holdup

Pressure increase results on an increase on gas holdup (Behkish et al., 2006; Behkish et al., 2007; 
Chilekar, 2007; Chilekar et al., 2010; Clark, 1990; Cui, 2005; De Bruijn et al., 1988; Dewes and Schumpe, 1997; 
Fan et al., 1999; Han and Al-Dahhan, 2007; Hashemi et al., 2009; Idogawa et al., 1985, 1986; Ishiyama et al., 
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2001; Jiang et al., 1995; Jordan and Schumpe, 2001; Kang et al., 1999; Kemoun et al., 2001; Krishna and Sie, 
2000; Krishna et al., 1991; Kumar et al., 2012b; Letzel et al., 1998; Lin et al., 2001; Lin et al., 1998; Luo et al., 
1999; Maalej et al., 2003; Pjontek et al., 2014; Reilly et al., 1994; Schäfer et al., 2002; Shaikh and Al-Dahhan, 
2005; Tarmy et al., 1984; Therning and Rasmuson, 2001; Urseanu et al., 2003; Wilkinson et al., 1992; 
Wilkinson and Van Dierendonck, 1990). As an illustration of the different tendencies observed in the 

literature, the results of Lin et al. (1998) are shown on Figure 4.

FIGURE 4 (SINGLE COLUMN)
Figure 4 : Effect of pressure on gas holdup for different temperatures and superficial gas velocity. (Lin et al., 

1998).

At the superficial gas velocity of 2 cm.s
-1

, the flow is homogeneous. At the gas velocity of 8 cm.s
-1

, the 

flow is heterogeneous. About Figure 4, the authors said that the influence of pressure seems to be higher on 

the heterogeneous regime than in the homogeneous regime. However the gas holdup is doubled for the two 

superficial gas velocities at any temperature. This tendency could be linked to a decrease of the bubble size 

(3.1.1). Lin et al. (1998) proved that in fact the bubble diameter decreases when pressure increases by their 

measurement of bubble size distribution at pressures up to 16 MPa. They used a photographic method to 

measure their bubble diameter. Their results show that the proportion of small bubbles increases when 

pressure increases: from a mean diameter of 2.7 mm at 0.1 MPa it becomes 2 mm at 3.5 MPa, 1 mm at 7 MPa 

and 0.8 mm at 15.2 MPa. This decrease is also observed at uG = 2 cm.s
-1

.

In heterogeneous regime this positive effect of pressure on gas holdup is commonly observed in the 

literature (Behkish et al., 2007; Chilekar, 2007; Dewes and Schumpe, 1997; Fan et al., 1999; Han and Al-
Dahhan, 2007; Ishiyama et al., 2001; Kang et al., 2000; Kang et al., 1999; Krishna et al., 1991; Letzel et al., 
1999; Letzel et al., 1997; Letzel et al., 1998; Lin et al., 2001; Pjontek et al., 2014; Reilly et al., 1994; Shaikh and 
Al-Dahhan, 2005; Urseanu et al., 2003; Wilkinson and Van Dierendonck, 1990). However, in the homogeneous

regime and/or for low superficial gas velocity (typically below 5 cm.s
-1

), some authors observe an appreciable 

increase (De Bruijn et al., 1988; Idogawa et al., 1986; Lin et al., 2001; Lin et al., 1998; Schäfer et al., 2002; 
Shaikh and Al-Dahhan, 2005; Tarmy et al., 1984; Therning and Rasmuson, 2001; Wilkinson et al., 1992; 
Wilkinson and Van Dierendonck, 1990), some an increase less than in the heterogeneous regime (Clark, 1990; 
Dewes and Schumpe, 1997; Hashemi et al., 2009; Jiang et al., 1995; Kang et al., 2000; Kang et al., 1999; 
Krishna et al., 1991; Oyevaar et al., 1991; Pjontek et al., 2014; Reilly et al., 1994) and some observe no effect 

at all (Chilekar, 2007; Chilekar et al., 2010; Ishibashi et al., 2001; Kemoun et al., 2001; Krishna and Sie, 2000; 
Kumar et al., 2012b; Letzel et al., 1999; Letzel et al., 1997; Letzel et al., 1998; Pohorecki et al., 2001; 

Sangnimnuan et al., 1984). 

For an air-water system, Schäfer et al. (2002) observe a notable decrease of bubble size while 

increasing pressure with different types of sparger and a pressure up to 5 MPa at ambient temperature in the 

homogeneous regime. This influence seems to depend on gas sparger. Maalej et al. (2003) have reported that 

the pressure effect is less important for porous plates than for perforated spargers. This effect is mainly due to 

the size of the bubbles that are formed on the different spargers, smaller for porous plates. Oyevaar et al. 

(1991) also observe higher effects on gas holdup for perforated plate sparger than for porous plates. However, 

they observe a plateau and no significant effect of pressure on the gas holdup for pressures over 6 MPa in the 

homogeneous regime. This phenomenon is also observed on Figure 4 (Lin et al., 1998) where the effect of 

pressure decreases for pressure over 7 MPa and depends on temperature. In addition, Idogawa et al. (1986) 

report that the effect of gas sparger vanishes under pressure. A plateau for the effect of pressure is observed 

above 10 MPa for the air/water system. Behkish et al. (2007) also observed this plateau at pressures depending 

on operating conditions. The existence of this plateau and the observed minor effect of pressure in the 

homogeneous regime for some authors (see above) seem to indicate that the effect of pressure decreases

when the bubble diameter decreases. The plateau is observed in the experiments of many authors (Chilekar, 
2007; Chilekar et al., 2010; Hashemi et al., 2009; Idogawa et al., 1986; Jiang et al., 1995; Kemoun et al., 2001; 
Krishna and Sie, 2000; Krishna et al., 1991; Kumar et al., 2012b; Letzel et al., 1999; Letzel et al., 1997; Letzel 
et al., 1998; Lin and Fan, 1999; Neubauer, 1977; Pjontek et al., 2014; Therning and Rasmuson, 2001; 
Wilkinson et al., 1992; Wilkinson and Van Dierendonck, 1990). Chilekar (2007) also observe a plateau for the 
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effect of pressure on bubble size: the average larger bubble diameter does not change significantly for

pressures over 0.5 MPa in their conditions. However, pressure has still an effect at pressures over 0.5 MPa. This 

could be linked to a pressure effect on primary bubble and/or on bubble density. This tendency is also 

observed by Jiang et al. (1995) who observe a plateau for gas holdup around 10 MPa but a plateau for bubble 

diameter at 1.5 MPa; suggesting pressure has another effect that decreasing bubble diameter. In fact, Kang et 

al. (2000), Wilkinson and Van Dierendonck (1990) and Lin and Fan (1999) report an increased number of 

bubbles and a decreased bubble rising speed while increasing pressure, which may also results on an increase 

of gas holdup. Urseanu et al. (2003) report a minor effect of pressure on gas holdup while working with viscous 

fluids (μL > 70 mPa.s) which is attributed to the opposite effect of pressure and viscosity on bubble size (section

3.1.4).

Pohorecki et al. (1999, 2001) observe no effect of pressure up to 1.1 MPa for the systems

air/cyclohexane and air/water at 303-433 K. For the air/cyclohexane system, they explained their results 

arguing that saturation of gas by evaporation of liquid increases their bubble size. For the air/water system 

they report no effect of temperature and pressure upon gas holdup and bubble size but a major effect of the 

saturated superficial gas velocity. A possible explanation would be that the lower the saturation (low pressure 

and temperature), the lower the dry superficial gas velocity. By using the dry superficial gas velocity, gas holdup 

would decrease when temperature and pressure decrease, suggesting an effect of water evaporation. 

Wilkinson et al. (1992) report such effects of evaporation. For the bubble size trends, it seems that the

measurement is not well precise as bubble size varies between 4.5 and 8 mm and is given constant. This lack of 

precision and evaporation may have hidden some effects. Ishibashi et al. (2001) observe no effect of pressure 

between 16.8 and 18.6 MPa, in presence of a chemical reaction. (Letzel et al., 1999; Letzel et al., 1997; Letzel 
et al., 1998) report that only larger bubbles are affected by pressure, which explains that no effect is observed 

in the homogeneous regime. Under coal liquefaction conditions, Sangnimunan et al. (1984) report no effect of 

pressure in the range 4.5 – 15 MPa in conditions representative of the homogeneous regime, which is in 

agreement with the remarks above. Similar results are obtained by Soong et al. (1997) at pressures in the range

0.1 – 1.36 MPa at 538 K. However, they observe a decrease of the bubble size and velocity while increasing 

pressure which is contradictory with their gas holdup trends. Temperature may have hidden the effect of 

pressure on gas holdup (section 3.1.4). Kölbel et al. (1971) report no effect of pressure in the range 0.1 – 0.6 

MPa in either homogeneous or heterogeneous regime which is attributed to the performance of the sparger 

giving narrow bubble distribution. Ishiyama et al. (2001) report a negative effect of pressure on gas holdup at 

pressures above 0.8 MPa for the CO2/water system in heterogeneous regime. They explain this trend by an 

increase of liquid viscosity with dissolved CO2. 

The effect of pressure can be related to several parameters. First it increases faintly liquid viscosity
and liquid density. This effect remains small as reported by Lin et al. (1998). The effect of pressure is mainly due 

to the increase of the gas density. It has been shown in paragraph 2.3.3 that an increase in gas density could

lead to breakage, which seems to be validated by the results shown of Figure 4. Dewes and Schumpe (1997)

studied the effect of gas density on gas holdup and showed that an increase in the gas density can lead to a 

higher gas holdup: the gas holdup is higher for denser gases. Increasing pressure for the same gas also 

increases gas holdup. Gas density effect seems again to be low at the lowest superficial gas velocities which can 

be the conditions for the homogeneous regime (under 4 cm.s
-1

for N2 at 0.1 MPa/298 K, section 2.2). Jordan

and Schumpe (2001) Kirshna and Ellenberger (1996), Reilly et al. (1994), Wilkinson and Van Dierendonck (1990)

and Krishna et al. (1991) also reported such an effect of gas density. Letzel et al. (1998) also report that 

increasing gas density by increasing pressure leads to a decrease of the bubble rise velocity, which results on a 

increase of gas holdup. Moreover, Hashemi et al. (2009) found a higher gas holdup for CO2 compared to air and 

they showed that this increase is higher at higher pressures (they do not explain this trend). This effect of gas 

density on gas holdup is also reported at ambient pressure and temperature by Hikita et al. (1980) and Reilly et 

al. (1986, 1994), in xylene by Öztürk et al. (1987) and at pressures up to 0.3 MPa by Ishiyama et al. (2001).

3.1.4. Temperature influence on gas holdup

Authors observe generally an increase of gas holdup and/or decrease of bubble diameter while 

increasing temperature (Behkish et al., 2007; Hashemi et al., 2009; Ishiyama et al., 2001; Lau et al., 2004; Lin 
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et al., 1998; Lorenz et al., 2005; Luo et al., 1999; Pohorecki et al., 2001; Sangnimnuan et al., 1984; Schäfer et 
al., 2002; Soong et al., 1997; Wilkinson et al., 1992). Lin et al. (1998) observed an increase of the gas holdup

with temperature at a pressure of 15.2 MPa, which can be related to their bubble size distribution: it becomes

narrower when temperature is increased. A temperature increase leads to a decrease in surface tension and 

thus leads to a decrease of the film drainage speed (Equation 3); a decrease of primary bubble size (Equation
2) and a decrease of maximum stable bubble size (Equation 6). A temperature increase also leads to a decrease

of viscosity which, as said in section 2.3, can lead to a decrease of the primary bubble diameter (Equation 2), a 

decrease of maximum stable bubble size (Equation 6) but has two effect on bubble coalescence. On the one 

hand, it increases film drainage speed (Equation 3) and collision frequency and thus promotes coalescence. On 

the other hand, it decreases contact time tB. It is likely that the increase of gas holdup with the increase of 

temperature is linked to the concomitant decrease of viscosity and surface tension. Viscosity and surface 

tension can have contradictory effects on bubble size via the effect on coalescence. However, Lin et al. (1998) 

have reported a predominant effect of viscosity on film drainage speed. The increase of gas holdup is then 

linked to the effect on primary bubble size, maximum bubble size and contact time for coalescence.

Pohorecki et al. (1999) observe no effect of temperature on gas holdup which might be due to 

evaporation (section 3.1.3). Other authors observe a decrease of gas holdup while increasing temperature

(Deckwer et al., 1980; Grover et al., 1986; Kölbel et al., 1971; Yang et al., 2001). Yang et al. (2001) observe a 

decrease on interfacial area (also on gas holdup which is closely linked to interfacial area as it will be shown in 

section 3.2.1) in a homogeneous system in the presence of solid (5% by volume, system H2/CO - viscous 

paraffin) and at different pressures (1 to 3 MPa) as shown on Figure 5. 

FIGURE 5 (SINGLE COLUMN)
Figure 5 : Effect of temperature on interfacial area for different pressures. uG = 1.6 cm.s

-1
. Cv = 5%. System: H2-

CO/Paraffin. (Yang et al., 2001).

The effect is mainly attributed to the decrease in liquid viscosity, which will increase the coalescence 

(2.3.2: the collision frequency and the rate of liquid film drainage are increased). As the liquid remains 

relatively viscous at those high temperatures, it is likely that the contact time tB does not decrease considerably

(2.3.2). In the publication of Grover et al. (1986), the authors observed a negative effect of temperature at 

atmospheric pressure and temperatures between 303 and 353 K in the air/water system. They also measured 
gas holdup in an air/water solution with dissolved salts, and observed an increase of gas holdup while 

increasing temperature for these solution. The salts are inhibitors of coalescence so it is likely that the negative 

effect of temperature is mainly due to the promotion of coalescence. In the publication of Deckwer et al. 

(1980), a decrease of gas holdup until a plateau is observed, for the same range of superficial gas velocity (up 

to 3.5 cm.s
-1

) and for a N2/Paraffin system. They attributed this decrease to wall effect as their column

diameter was small (4.1 cm). This decrease is also observed by Kölbel et al. (1971) in homogeneous regime 

(same uG range and Dc as Deckwer et al. (1980)) while no effect is observed in the heterogeneous regime (great 

performance of the sparger, see section 3.1.3). These four publications have similarities as they operate at low 

superficial gas velocity in the homogeneous regime. As reported by Yang et al. (2001) for these conditions,

turbulence is low: an increase in temperature (thereby reducing the viscosity) weakly promotes turbulence.

The main effect of decreasing viscosity by increasing temperature is then to promote collision and to increase 

film drainage speed (2.3.2).

Olivieri et al. (2011) study the effect of viscosity on gas holdup. They used aqueous solutions of 

alginate to increase the viscosity and air as the gas phase. Their results are presented on Figure 6.

FIGURE 6 (SINGLE COLUMN)
Figure 6 : Influence of uG on gas holdup for different solutions. P = 0.1 MPa, T =303 K. (Olivieri et al., 2011).
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The viscosity of the solution of alginate increases when concentration increases, the surface tension 

being nearly constant. Figure 6 shows that when viscosity increases the transition is delayed up to a certain 

concentration (0.1%). At the same time gas holdup increases. Further increase of viscosity leads to a 

destabilization of the homogeneous regime and a decrease of the gas holdup at transition. The stability range 

of the homogeneous regime spans from 1 to 4.25 mPa in their conditions. At low superficial gas velocity (below 

4 cm.s
-1

) gas holdup is higher for the highest viscous solutions: the column work in the transition regime for the 

highest viscous solutions and in the homogeneous regime at lower concentration. In the homogeneous regime 

and for the lowest viscous solutions, viscosity has no effect on gas holdup: its influence is limited to the 

transition and heterogeneous regime and on the stabilisation of the homogeneous regime. Zahradník et al. 

(1997) observed no stabilizing effect of viscosity in the case of aqueous solutions of saccharose. Their viscosity 

range spans from 1 to 110 mPa.s. They also shown that homogeneous regime never appear in the case of 

highly viscous solutions. This effect was suppressed by addition of a surface active agent (ethanol). Same trends 

are reported by Parasu Veera and Joshi (2000) in the case of aqueous solutions of carboxymethyl cellulose 

(CMC) and butanol. Gourich et al. (2006) obtained a stabilizing effect with propanol. Shah et al. (2012) found no 

stabilizing effect in the range 1-50 mPa.s for polyethylene glycol aqueous solutions. García-Abuín et al. (2012) 

report that in fact increasing viscosity by adding a polymer lead to a decrease of gas holdup and interfacial until 

a certain concentration. Further increase of the viscosity results in an increase of the gas holdup and interfacial 

area. Furthermore they observe that increasing viscosity results on a slight increase of the bubble mean 

diameter while bubble size distribution becomes larger: small and large bubbles are produced. The 

heterogeneous regime appears. The increasing effect of concentration observed on gas holdup and interfacial 

area is attributed to a decrease of the bubble rise velocity. By adding a surfactant in their polymer solutions, 

they observe that the negative effect of the polymer is neutralised –their mean bubble size remains constant 

while increasing polymer concentration- except at high polymer concentration where gas holdup and 

interfacial area start to decrease: the heterogeneous regime is delayed while adding the surfactant. In 

definitive, it is likely that the stabilizing effect of viscosity on the homogeneous regime, observed in Figure 6, is 

linked to a surface tension effect of the alginate. Moreover adding a surfactant results on a decrease of the 

bubble size and an increase of gas holdup ((García-Abuín et al., 2012; Hikita et al., 1980; Hikita and Kikukawa, 
1974; La Rubia et al., 2010; Parasu Veera and Joshi, 2000; Passos et al., 2015; Reilly et al., 1986; Wilkinson et 
al., 1992; Zahradník et al., 1997) and section 2.3). Hikita et al. (1980) report coalescence inhibiting effects of 

alcohols in aqueous solutions, which is in agreement with the stabilizing effects described above. 

As for the effect of pure fluids surface tension, Cui (2005) and Chilekar (2007) report smaller bubble 

size and higher gas holdup for low surface tension fluids compared to water, which can be due to a decrease of 

maximum stable bubble size and/or primary bubble size. Simonnet et al. (2007) report a decrease of bubble 

size for a butanol aqueous solution compared to water. An increase is also observed by Krishna and Ellenberger 

(1996) and Öztürk et al. (1987) for gas holdup. Passos et al. (2015) obtained a decrease of bubble size and an 

increase of gas holdup while adding non-ionic surfactants in Non-Newtonian fluids.

3.1.5. Superficial liquid velocity effect on gas holdup

Lau et al. (2004) studied the effect of superficial liquid velocity in the case of the N2/Paratherm NF 

system at two pressures (0.1 MPa and 4.24 MPa) and at 298 K. They found that, at 0.1 MPa, uL has an effect 

only at high superficial gas velocity and for low uL values. Their gas holdup is decreased by 7% at uG = 30 cm.s
-1

by changing uL from 0.08 to 0.20 cm.s
-1

. At 4.24 MPa the superficial liquid velocity seems to have no influence.

The influence of this parameter is then limited to the pressure near the atmospheric pressure and it results in a 

marginal decrease of the gas holdup by increasing the proportion of liquid. These results are consistent with 

other publications (Chaumat et al., 2005; Jin et al., 2007b; Kumar et al., 2012a; Kumar et al., 2012b; Pjontek 
et al., 2014; Shah et al., 2012; Simonnet et al., 2007) where a decrease of gas holdup is observed while 

increasing superficial liquid velocity. Indeed, Chaumat et al. (2005) observe, in the case of cyclohexane/N2-CO2

system, a decrease of the gas holdup by increasing the superficial velocity of the liquid. Their superficial liquid 

velocity is an order of magnitude higher than Lau et al. (2004) (Table 1). A higher influence of the superficial 

liquid velocity is observed: by changing superficial liquid velocity from 4 to 8 cm.s
-1

at uG = 12 cm.s
-1

, gas holdup

is decreased by 28.6%. Pjontek et al. (2014), Simonnet et al. (2007) and Kumar et al. (2012a, 2012b) report a 

decrease of the gas holdup while increasing superficial liquid velocity in the same range than Chaumat et al. 
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(2005). The effect is attributed to an increase of the bubble rise velocity while increasing superficial liquid 

velocity. Indeed, Simonnet et al. (2007) found that the relative velocity of bubbles (difference between 

superficial velocities) and their diameters do not change while increasing superficial liquid velocity. This means 

that bubble diameter does not increase while bubble velocity does. Shah et al. (2012) observed the decrease in 

the same range that Lau et al. (2004) with a liquid which have nearly the same viscosity (25 mPa.s) but the 

effect is lower than for the other authors (Chaumat et al., 2005; Kumar et al., 2012a; Kumar et al., 2012b; 
Pjontek et al., 2014; Simonnet et al., 2007). This is attributed, in counter-current mode, to an increase of 

friction forces between gas bubbles and liquid that results on bigger bubbles formation. At ambient conditions, 

Jin et al. (2007b) report a decrease of the gas holdup with superficial liquid velocity only in the heterogeneous 

regime, not in the homogeneous regime. This is consistent with Lau et al. (2004). The decrease is lower than for 

the other authors, which may be due to a narrower range of uL tested (up to 1.1 cm.s
-1

). At atmospheric

pressure and for the air/water system, Pjontek et al. (2014) report a shearing effect of the liquid as it passes 

through the gas sparger which results on an increase of the gas holdup while increasing liquid velocity. This is 

not observed at pressures over 1.0 MPa.

On the contrary, under coal liquefaction conditions in the homogeneous regime, Sangnimnuan et al.

(1984) and De Bruijn et al. (1988) do not observe any effect of the superficial liquid velocity on gas holdup in a 

limited range of uL (an order of magnitude below) which is in agreement with Lau et al. (2004) for the 

homogeneous regime. Yang and Fan (2003) did not observe any effect of the liquid superficial velocity at 

atmospheric pressure, in the case of an air/water system. The superficial liquid velocity varied between 0 

(semi-batch) and 2.15 cm.s
-1

and the superficial gas velocity varied between 2 and 20 cm.s
-1

. The difference 

between Yang and Fan (2003) and Lau et al. (2004) could be linked to the system studied: the liquid phase is 

less viscous for Yang and Fan (2003). In the slug flow regime, Shawaqfeh (2003) did not observe any effect of 

superficial liquid velocity on gas holdup.

The influence of the superficial liquid velocity seems to be system and pressure dependant. It seems to 

be higher at high superficial gas velocity and at high liquid velocity.

3.1.6. Working mode effect on gas holdup

Bín et al. (2001) studied the effect of the working mode on gas holdup. They measured gas holdup in 

counter, co-current and semi-batch mode for a small superficial gas velocity range (up to 1.6 cm.s
-1

). They 

showed that the gas holdup increases with superficial liquid velocity in counter-current mode and decreases or 

remains constant in co-current mode. The effect is more pronounced at high gas velocity. The difference in gas 

holdup between co-current and counter-current mode is around 10%. These tendencies are also reported by 

Jin et al. (2010). For an air-water system at ambient temperature and pressure, they observed the same trends 
but their gas holdup is an order of magnitude higher. They observed difference of maximum of 2% between 

counter and co-current working operation. It can be inferred that the differences between the two working 

mode can be related to the movement of bubbles which are slowed down in counter-current mode and 

accelerated in co-current mode.

Jin et al. (2010) report that the transition between homogeneous and heterogeneous regime is the 

same for the two working mode in continuous mode. It implies that the holdup at transition is higher for 

counter-current operation. For high superficial liquid velocity (higher than 4 cm.s
-1

), the authors observe that 

the transition velocity decreases when the superficial liquid velocity increases, which is not explained. Baawain 

et al. (2007) developed artificial neural network models and calculate the weight percent of contributions on 

the gas holdup. The operating mode (counter or co-current mode) influenced the holdup for around 5% in 

weight, and less than 1% on bubble size. This shows that the effect observed is not entirely linked to the bubble 

size but also depends on bubble rise velocity, which is in agreement with the experimental results and remarks 

above. Nevertheless, the working mode effect on gas holdup is weak. 

3.1.7. Effect of other parameters on gas holdup: superficial gas velocity, column and 

distributor design.
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3.1.7.1. Effect of superficial gas velocity on gas holdup

As already seen before, the superficial gas velocity increases the gas holdup because of the increase of 

the bubble density, except in the case where the maximum is observed at the transition (Figure 3). A discussion 

can be made about the evolution of the bubble size with superficial gas velocity. Few authors have studied this 

effect, but it appears that in the homogeneous regime, the mean diameter increases slightly with the 

superficial gas velocity (until transition regime) (Kluytmans et al., 2003). At the transition it increases and, 

thereafter, in the heterogeneous regime, the proportion of large bubbles grows and that of the small ones is 

almost constant. As an example, for an air/water system, Fukuma et al. (1987) reported an increase of the 

bubble size with superficial gas velocity in the homogeneous and in the heterogeneous regime. Other authors 

also found an increase of the bubble mean diameter while increasing superficial gas velocity, whatever is the 

flow regime (Chilekar, 2007; Chilekar et al., 2010; Cui, 2005; Ferreira et al., 2013; García-Abuín et al., 2012; 
García-Abuín et al., 2010; Kang et al., 2000; Lau et al., 2012; Majumder et al., 2006; Muroyama et al., 2013; 
Passos et al., 2015; Schäfer et al., 2002; Simonnet et al., 2007; Smith et al., 1996; Xue et al., 2008). An end 

effect is reported by Muroyama et al. (2013) who observe a decrease of gas holdup while increasing superficial 

gas velocity for very low uG (< 1 mm/s), which is linked to the increase of the bubble size. However, Idogawa et 

al. (1987) reported a very small effect of uG on the bubble size, in conditions representative of the 

homogeneous regime (uG < 5 cm.s
-1

, 2.4), which is not explained. Soong et al. (1997) report no effect of

superficial gas velocity on bubble size in the homogeneous regime at 538 K and at pressures between 0.1 –

1.36 MPa. The high temperature applied may have hidden the small effect of superficial gas velocity on bubble 

size in the homogeneous regime. La Rubia et al. (2010) report a slight decrease (between 4.6 to 4.2 mm) of the 

bubble diameter while increasing superficial gas velocity in the presence of a highly viscous compound (Table 
1), which is not explained. However, Lau et al. (2012) report an increase of shearing while increasing superficial 

gas velocity for single nozzle tubes that are used in those two studies: this shearing effect lead to a decrease of 

the bubble diameter. Pohorecki et al. (1999) report no effect of saturated superficial gas velocity on bubble size 

(section 3.1.3).

3.1.7.2. Effect of gas sparger on gas holdup

Zahradník et al. (1997) show that the distributor has an influence at the limit between the 

homogeneous and the transition regime, but has no effect in well established homogeneous and 

heterogeneous regime, whatever distributor is used. This is effectively observed by Ohki and Inoue (1970) and 

Reilly et al. (1986) in the heterogeneous regime. However, Bouaifi et al. (2001), Jin et al. (2007a), Şal et al.

(2013) and Parasu Veera and Joshi (2000) report an influence of the sparger in the heterogeneous regime 

and/or in the homogeneous regime. These differences may be explained by Wilkinson et al. (1992). For 

perforated plates, Wilkinson et al. (1992) report that, below 1 mm, d0 has not more influence on gas holdup. 

This is effectively validated by the publications cited above in well established homogeneous and 

heterogeneous regime but not at the transition which can be delayed by a further decrease of d0 (down to 0.4 

mm). Table 1 show that, in fact, the authors observing an effect in well established homogeneous or 

heterogeneous regime used a sieve sparger with d0 > 1mm or changed the type of sparger. Zahradník et al. 

(1997) also reported that using a certain type of distributor has a positive influence on the stability of the 

homogeneous regime (section 2.2). The nature of the distributor plays an important role. Generally, the porous 

and membrane diffusers lead to narrower size distributions and thus higher gas holdup than perforated plates 

(Bouaifi et al., 2001; Kantarci et al., 2005; Krishna and Ellenberger, 1996; Zahradník et al., 1997). The 

comparative performance of porous and membrane distributors shows that different tendencies can be 

obtained. They can be almost identical in an air/water system at atmospheric conditions (Bouaifi et al., 2001)
or largely different (Zahradník et al., 1997) in favour of membrane diffusers when the pore diameter of the 

porous plates is high (200 µm). For higher pore diameter (600 µm) perforated plates (d0 = 3 mm) have the same 

performances than porous plate (Lau et al., 2012). When working with the same kind of sparger, the diameter 

of the orifice is the main parameter influencing the gas holdup: decreasing d0 leads to an increase of gas holdup 

(Jin et al., 2007a; Ohki and Inoue, 1970; Parasu Veera and Joshi, 2000; Şal et al., 2013).

Idogawa et al. (1986) do not observe these trends. At pressures up to 15 MPa, they report that the 

effect of gas sparger on gas holdup is no longer significant which is attributed to a lower primary bubble size. 

For single nozzle spargers, Ishiyama et al. (2001) report another effect: for high diameter nozzles (above 4.0 
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mm), the bubbling is mainly bubble by bubble. As the diameter of the nozzle decreases, the bubbling becomes 

a jet. For single bubble formation, pressure has been shown to have no effect on gas holdup.

It is interesting to note that the diameter of the holes is not the only parameter that influences the 

bubble size distribution. The open area (φ0) of the distributor can be calculated, assuming round holes, by

Equation 10.

φ0 = N0(do/D0)²             (10)

Increasing number of holes (N0) at constant d0 (which increases the open area) has an effect on the 

formation of bubbles when the holes are close enough to allow coalescence between two bubbles that form at 

the orifices. Miyahara and Hayashino (1983) showed that the number of holes had no effect when the ratio 

between the average distance between each hole and the orifice diameter is higher than 8, for a small amount 

of holes (80) and for a perforated plate. In the other cases, a promotion of coalescence is observed when the 

number of holes increases and then increasing open area leads to an increase of the bubble size. For 

membrane sparger, Hasanen et al. (2006) still observe an influence on the number of holes for ratios higher 

than 8 with membranes having a large number of holes (> 1000).  Ohki and Inoue find that for perforated 

plates of d0 in the range 0.4 – 0.7 mm, decreasing the number of holes (from 91 to 19) results on a decrease of 

the gas holdup, suggesting limited coalescence for these conditions at the sparger. Polli et al. (2002) and 

Zahradnik et al. (1997) increased the open area (for holes and distributor diameters constant) by increasing the 

number of holes: they decreased the gas flowrate through an orifice, which reduced the size of the bubbles 

formed. In those two publications, no coalescence is reported. Note that the general correlations of Lemoine et 

al. (2008) predict an influence of the type of the distributor in heterogeneous regime although this influence is 

weak. In particular, they generalize the notion of homogeneous/heterogeneous systems to coalescing or non-

coalescing systems and suggested that the distributor has an influence only in non-coalescing regime.

3.1.7.3. Effect of column design on gas holdup

The influence of the dispersion height at constant column diameter has been studied by Zahradník et 

al. (1997). They observed that the lower the height of dispersion, the higher the gas holdup in the case of the 

homogeneous regime. In the heterogeneous regime, it has no influence. The decrease in the height of 

dispersion extends the homogeneous regime. They observed that the height of dispersion has no more 

influence for a ratio Hc/Dc higher than 5. These tendencies are also reported elsewhere in literature (Kantarci 
et al., 2005; Kumar et al., 2012a; Lau et al., 2012; Luo et al., 1999; Parasu Veera and Joshi, 2000; Ruzicka et 
al., 2001; Wilkinson et al., 1992). An interesting point is that Xue et al. (2008), who made local gas holdup 

measurements, found a strong influence of the sparger properties in the sparger region of the bubble column. 

However, this influence is no longer visible for a ratio z/Dc greater than 5 where equilibrium is reached. This 

indicates again that the height has no more influence for ratio over 5 and that in fact, for small column, sparger 

region has a strong influence.

If the column diameter is small, side effects alter maximum stable bubble size, bubble rising velocity

and liquid recirculation. Ohki and Inoue (1970), Krishna and Sie (2000) and Krishna and Ellenberger (1996)

report a decrease of gas holdup while increasing column diameter: this effect is due to wall effects at low 

column diameter which decrease the bubble rise velocity. In homogeneous regime, Krishna et al. (2000) report 

the same trend and an increase of the liquid recirculation while increasing column diameter. In the 

heterogeneous system, the presence of large diameter spherical caps subjected to wall effect, especially at 

atmospheric pressure is reported (Krishna et al., 1999b). Behkish et al. (2007) noticed that the effect of column 

diameter for viscous fluid is higher. Most authors (Kantarci et al., 2005; Shah et al., 1982; Wilkinson and Van 
Dierendonck, 1990) propose a rule for the design: the column diameter has no longer influence for diameters 

higher than 0.15 m in either well established homogeneous or heterogeneous system. This is validated by 

many experimental results (Chilekar, 2007; Forret et al., 2003; Ruzicka et al., 2001; Zahradník et al., 1997).
However, Urseanu et al. (2003) observed the decrease of gas holdup for a Dc range 0.15 - 0.23m (Hc/Dc > 5) 

while working with viscous fluids. This is in agreement with the remark of Behkish et al. (2007) above. Lemoine 

et al. (2008), through their global correlation, propose a model where the column diameter has an influence up 

to 0.70 m in either homogeneous or heterogeneous regime. Krishna et al. (2000) report a decrease of gas 
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holdup while increasing column diameter up to 0.38 m in the homogeneous regime. However, by increasing 

the column diameter while fixing the column height (1 m) they reduced the Hc/Dc ratio below 5. Same results 

are obtained by Ruzicka et al. (2001) in the heterogeneous regime.

3.2. Study of interfacial area, mass transfer coefficient and volumetric mass transfer coefficient

3.2.1. General considerations

In this section, the behaviour of kLa, a and kL in relation to the different operating parameters is 

studied in order to find the dominant parameters, if existing. kL is seldom studied in publications (Baz-
Rodríguez et al., 2014; Bouaifi et al., 2001; Chaumat et al., 2005; Chilekar, 2007; Dewes et al., 1995; García-
Abuín et al., 2010; Gopal and Sharma, 1983; Han and Al-Dahhan, 2007; Jin et al., 2014; Kluytmans et al., 
2003; Kulkarni, 2007; Lau et al., 2012; Lemoine et al., 2004; Maalej et al., 2003; Voyer and Miller, 1968; Yang 
et al., 2001) and the parametric study for kL is more complex than for the gas holdup and the overall coefficient 

kLa. As for gas holdup; Table 1 gives the available correlations for estimating kL, a or kLa. 

Higbie’s penetration theory is frequently used in the literature for the interpretation of the results 

obtained for kL. This theory expresses that the fluid elements are transported by convection at the interface. 

They stay for a time tc at the interface during which they are likely to share matter with gas by molecular 

diffusion. By convection they move away from the interface and transmit the matter accumulated in the 

surrounding fluid. In this theory the coefficient kL is expressed by Equation 11. 

kL = 2√(Dmi,j/(Πtc))      (11)

In Higbie’s theory the fluid elements have the same contact time. According to Nedeltchev et al. 

(2007), the Higbie equation has not been tested in a sufficiently large diffusion coefficient and viscosity range 

and is valid only for potential flows with high Reynolds number. They also state that the theory predicts higher 

kL than experimental ones because it does not take into account the form of bubbles, usually ellipsoidal in 

industrial conditions (Zieminski and Raymond, 1968). The contact time of the penetration theory tc was 

assessed by different authors. It can be expressed as the ratio of the bubble size on the sliding velocity of 

bubbles (Calderbank, 1967), which implies that for low viscosity fluids, kL decreases as the bubble size 

increases (Kulkarni, 2007). The contact time was also evaluated using the Kolmogorov theory of isotropic 

turbulence as the ratio of the kinematic viscosity over the energy dissipation rate (Kulkarni, 2007). However, 

this approach assumes that the flow regime is turbulent, which is not the case at small gas and liquid velocities 

and the turbulence should be isotropic, which is rarely the case, and one must take into account a correction 

factor for the energy dissipation. More recently, it has been calculated as the ratio of the bubble surface 

(considering the bubble ellipsoidal) over the rate of surface formation, which is a function of the rise velocity 

and the dimensions of the bubbles. A correction factor has been successfully developed to estimate kL in slurry 

bubble columns at low pressures, up to 4 MPa (Nedeltchev et al., 2007; Nedeltchev et al., 2014).

3.2.2. Measurement

In this section, the methods focus on the determination of a global kLa, kL or a in the column, although 

it can be applied locally on a part of the bubble column.

The first methods are based on the measurement of the dissolved concentration of a gas in a liquid

(Akita and Yoshida, 1974; Baz-Rodríguez et al., 2014; Behkish et al., 2002; Bouaifi et al., 2001; Chaumat et al., 
2005; Chilekar, 2007; Ferreira et al., 2013; Han and Al-Dahhan, 2007; Hashemi et al., 2009; Hikita et al., 1981; 
Jin et al., 2004; Jordan and Schumpe, 2001; Kang et al., 1999; Kluytmans et al., 2003; Kojima et al., 1997; Lau 
et al., 2012; Lau et al., 2004; Lemoine et al., 2004; Mena et al., 2011; Muroyama et al., 2013; Öztürk, 1987; 
Öztürk et al., 1987; Shah et al., 2012; Vandu et al., 2004; Zahradník et al., 1997). The method can be made by 

desorption or by absorption. The gas is initially completely desorbed in the case of absorption or completely 

saturated in the case of desorption. An inert gas is used to desorbed the gas when using the desorption 

method. The dissolved concentration is measured most of the time by oxygen probes, recording oxygen 

concentration (Baz-Rodríguez et al., 2014; Bouaifi et al., 2001; Chilekar, 2007; Chilekar et al., 2010; Elgozali et 
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al., 2002; Ferreira et al., 2013; Han and Al-Dahhan, 2007; Hashemi et al., 2009; Jordan and Schumpe, 2001; 
Kang et al., 1999; Kluytmans et al., 2003; Kojima et al., 1997; Lau et al., 2012; Lau et al., 2004; Mena et al., 
2011; Muroyama et al., 2013; Öztürk, 1987; Öztürk et al., 1987; Shah et al., 2012; Vandu et al., 2004; 
Zahradník et al., 1997). It can also be measured by gas chromatography by sampling (Chaumat et al., 2005; Jin 
et al., 2014) or by linking the column and the chromatograph in line (Jin et al., 2004). At high pressures and 

temperatures the main problem for sampling and measuring dissolved gas concentration is the change in 

solubility of gases that can lead to a mass transfer from the samples to the environment. It implies that the 

liquid samples must be hermetic and both phases after decompression must be analysed (apparatus of Japas et 

al., 1985). For transient regime, the time of sampling and residence time must be inferior to the characteristic 

time of mass transfer (1/kLa) (Charpentier et al., 1997). In the case of a not perfectly mixed flow, which may be

the case in bubble columns, non-ideal flow model can be applied. The axial dispersion model (section 3.3) is 

frequently used to model bubble columns (Bouaifi et al., 2001; Gourich et al., 2008; Han and Al-Dahhan, 2007; 
Hikita et al., 1981; Kang et al., 1999; Kantak et al., 1994; Lau et al., 2004; Shah et al., 2012). Some authors 

model the bubble column with a cascade of perfectly stirred reactors (Chaumat et al., 2005; Han and Al-
Dahhan, 2007). However, many authors made the assumption that the liquid is perfectly mixed (Baz-Rodríguez 
et al., 2014; Behkish et al., 2002; Elgozali et al., 2002; Ferreira et al., 2013; Hashemi et al., 2009; Hikita et al., 
1981; Jin et al., 2004; Jin et al., 2014; Jordan and Schumpe, 2001; Kluytmans et al., 2003; Kojima et al., 1997; 
Lau et al., 2012; Lau et al., 2004; Lemoine et al., 2004; Letzel et al., 1999; Mena et al., 2011; Muroyama et al., 
2013; Öztürk et al., 1987; Vandu et al., 2004) which seems to be justified at least in the heterogeneous regime 

(Behkish et al., 2002). However, Gourich et al. (2008) show that using the assumption of the perfectly mixed 

reactor should be avoided when using water and coalescence-inhibiting mixtures, except at low superficial gas 

velocities in the homogeneous regime. They show that the axial dispersion model and the liquid perfectly 

mixed model lead to similar results when the characteristic time of mass transfer (tc) is five times superior to 

the mixing time of gas phase (εGhP/uG). In their work, for a high Hc/Dc ratio, the axial dispersion model shows

the best results. Their estimation of kLa is highly dependent on the axial dispersion coefficient. 

Chemical methods are based on the absorption of a gas A into the liquid where a chemical reaction 

takes place with a compound B. They can be applied when the expression of the absorption flux of the gas 

studied is known. This absorption flux is measured experimentally by determining the evolution of the 

concentration of one reactive in the column. This absorption flux is given by different equations depending on 

operating conditions. Those conditions are given by the value of specific adimensionnal numbers: Hatta 

number, ‘R’ number and Damköhler number (equations are given in Appendix). The regime of slow reaction

rate in the film but fast in the liquid requires the following conditions: Ha < 0.3 and R + 1/Da >> 1. In those 

conditions, the expression of the flux is given by Equation 12 (Charpentier et al., 1997).

φ = kLaCA*           (12)

The knowledge of the solubility and the absorption flux gives the kLa. Three kinds of reactions are 

typically used with this technique: sulphite oxidation by oxygen catalysed by cobalt sulphate (Charpentier et 
al., 1997; Dewes and Schumpe, 1997; Kulkarni, 2007; Wilkinson et al., 1994), carbonatation of some 

carbonate and hydrogen-carbonate compounds catalysed by hypochlorite ions (Charpentier et al., 1997; 
Maalej et al., 2003) and carbamation of some amino compounds (Charpentier et al., 1997). 

Another method to measure kLa is the Danckwerts method, applied in intermediate conditions of 

Hatta number (1 < Ha < 3). The absorption flux expression is given by Equation 13. 

(φ/CA*)² = (kLa)² + a²((2/(m+1))DmA,BCA*
(m-1)

CB
n
) = (kLa)² + αa²       (13)

With this method it is possible to obtain kL, a and kLa simultaneously by measuring the absorption flux 

and drawing φ²/CA*² versus α. α is typically varied by using different concentration of a catalyst. This method is

commonly used with sulphite oxidation by oxygen (Charpentier et al., 1997) but different systems have been 

used in literature: CO2/carbonate-bicarbonate (Cents et al., 2005; Vázquez et al., 2000a, b), CO2/DEA 

(Maceiras et al., 2010), CO2/TEA (La Rubia et al., 2010) and CO2/glucosamine (García-Abuín et al., 2010). 
Kulkarni (2007) shows that in bubble columns the non ideal distribution of bubble sizes can lead to a variation 

of conditions and Hatta number which results in errors on the determination of kLa. 
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With Equation 12, the mass transfer coefficient kL cannot be directly determined and one needs to 

know the interfacial area and kLa to estimate this parameter. The interfacial area can be determined by a 

chemical method. With Ha > 3, the chemical regime is obtained and the interfacial area is given by Equation 14
(Charpentier et al., 1997).

φ = a √((2/(m+1))krDm,A,BCA*
(m-1)

CB
n
) (14)

This method can be applied by using sulphite oxidation (Vázquez et al., 2000b), dithionite oxidation by 

oxygen (Vázquez et al., 2000b) and chemical reaction of CO2 with bases (Oyevaar et al., 1991; Stegeman et al., 

1996). 

The chemical systems using CO2 have shown some drawbacks, especially at high pressures and 

temperatures. The limitation comes from the exhaustion of the gas phase or of the liquid phase because of the 

high reaction rate and the high solubility of the gas phase (CO2). This method is valid when the molar fraction of 

CO2 in the bubbles at the outlet of the reactor is homogeneous (Charpentier et al., 1997). This implies that the 

residence time of the bubbles in the reactor should be the same, so the regime must be homogeneous

(Charpentier et al., 1997). For the sulphite oxidation, the main drawback is that the reaction is catalysed by 

traces of transition metals in water: the kinetic rate is highly dependent on water purity (Charpentier et al., 
1997). The salts used in the dithionite and sulphite method are coalescence inhibitors: the tendencies 

measured may be different compared to pure water (Charpentier et al., 1997).

3.2.3. Pressure influence on mass transfer properties

3.2.3.1. Pressure effect on kLa

The kLaL increases while increasing pressure ((Behkish et al., 2002; Chilekar, 2007; Dewes et al., 1995; 
Han and Al-Dahhan, 2007; Hashemi et al., 2009; Jin et al., 2004; Jin et al., 2014; Jordan and Schumpe, 2001; 
Kang et al., 1999; Kantarci et al., 2005; Kojima et al., 1997; Lau et al., 2004; Lemoine et al., 2004; Letzel et al., 
1999; Wilkinson et al., 1994). As for the gas holdup, some authors have reported the effect of the increase of 

kLaL with the gas density by either increasing pressure or changing the gas phase (Dewes et al., 1995; Dewes 
and Schumpe, 1997; Hashemi et al., 2009; Jordan and Schumpe, 2001; Öztürk et al., 1987). For many 

publications, the effect of pressure exhibits a plateau at the highest pressures (Behkish et al., 2002; Han and 
Al-Dahhan, 2007; Hashemi et al., 2009; Jin et al., 2004; Kojima et al., 1997; Lemoine et al., 2004; Letzel et al., 
1999; Wilkinson et al., 1994). However, in the case of an air/Paratherm NF system at room temperature and in 

continuous mode, Lau et al. (2004), do not observe a plateau (which is present for pressures lower than 2.86 

MPa). They also showed that the influence of pressure is higher at high superficial gas velocity. This trend is 

also observed by Kang et al. (1999), Jin et al. (2014) and Behkish et al. (2002) for other viscous liquids (μL > 2

mPa.s). A plateau for the effect of pressure at 8 MPa is observed by Behkish et al. (2002) for the less viscous 

fluid, indicating that the effect of pressure is higher for the highest viscous fluids and superficial gas velocities. 

Wilkinson et al. (1994) show that at low superficial velocity (uG < 3 cm.s
-1

) no effect of pressure is

observed for pressure between 0.1 and 0.8 MPa. They explained it by considering that their regime is 

homogeneous. In this regime, pressure would have a negligible effect as breakage and coalescence are not the 

governing mechanisms of the bubble column, which is instead the formation of the primary bubble. Maalej et 

al. (2003) report a decrease of the kLa with pressure at constant mass flow rate. In fact, fixing a mass flow rate 

and increasing pressure result in a decrease of the superficial gas velocity because of the increase of the gas 

density. It results in a decrease of the kLa (section 3.2.7). Hikita et al. (1981) do not observe any effect of gas 

density on kLaL while observing an effect on gas holdup, which is not explained.

3.2.3.2. Pressure effect on interfacial area

The variations of interfacial area with pressure are expected to be the same than gas holdup: a = 

6ԑG/dB. Indeed, a pressure increase leads to an increase of the interfacial area (Han and Al-Dahhan, 2007; Jin et
al., 2014; Lemoine et al., 2004; Oyevaar et al., 1991; Yang et al., 2001). A plateau is observed for the effect of 

pressure, except for Jin et al. (2014) (section 3.2.3.1).

3.2.3.3. Pressure effect on kL
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Han and Al-Dahhan (2007) observed the decrease of kL while increasing the pressure until a plateau. kL

decreases by 20% between 0.1 and 0.4 MPa but remains constant between 0.4 and 1 MPa. The authors explain 

this trend with the theory of Higbie: the effect of an increase in pressure reduces the size of bubbles. Indeed, 

they observe that their bubble size decreases between 0.1 and 0.4 MPa but this decrease is marginal between 

0.4 and 1 MPa. The authors argue that the small bubbles have a slower slip velocity, so the contact time would 

decrease (section 3.2.1). This would mean that the kL decreases when the bubble size decreases. This is in 

disagreement with Kulkarni (2007) and his interpretation of the theory of Calderbank, which affirms exactly the 

opposite. In fact, if the slip velocity decreases when the diameter decreases, it is difficult to assess the 

evolution of the ratio db/us when both terms decrease in the absence of correlation. Among the available 

correlations for the estimation of bubble terminal rise velocity under pressure in literature (Fan et al., 1999; 
Mendelson, 1967; Rollbusch et al., 2015; Tomiyama et al., 2002), the Fan-Tsuchiya equation can be used to 

calculate the bubble rising velocity in the conditions of Han and Al-Dahhan, as suggested by Rollbusch et al. 

(2015). This correlation is given by Equations 15 and 16.

ub∞(ρL/(gσL))
1/4

= [((Mo
-1/4

/Kb)(1-ρG/ρL)
5/4

db²ρLg/σL)
-p 

+ (2cσL
0.5

/(dbρL
0.5

g
0.5

) + (1-ρG/ρL)(db/2)(ρLg/σL)
0.5

)
-p/2

]
-1/p

  (15)

Kb = max(Kb0Mo
-0.038

, 12) (16)

Parameters p, c and Kb depend on the system. For p, the authors propose the value of 0.8 for non pure 

liquids and the value of 1.6 for pure liquids. For c, the authors propose the value of 1.2 for a single component 

liquid and the value of 1.4 for a multi-component system. The parameter Kb is calculated by Equation 16 where

Kb0 is a parameter equal to 14.7 for aqueous solutions and equal to 10.2 for solvents or organic mixtures.

Calculations of the contact time (tc) have been performed assuming that the bubble rising velocity is 

equal to the terminal rising velocity calculated by Equations 15 and 16 (Fan et al., 1999). The contact time is 

defined as db/us = db/(ub∞ – uL). Calculations have been performed in the conditions of Han and Al-Dahhan

(2007). Figure 7 shows the variation of the contact time with the bubble diameter and pressure. 

FIGURE 7 (SINGLE COLUMN)
Figure 7 : Contact time of Higbie theory versus bubble diameter for two pressures (P = 0.1 & 1 MPa, T = 298 K, 

uG = 0 – 0.6 m.s
-1

, uL = 0 m.s
-1

).

Figure 7 shows that an increase in pressure increases slightly the contact time of the fluid elements 

and therefore reduces the kL. As for the evolution of the contact time versus bubble diameter, it goes through a 

minimum around 1-2 mm and then increases. This would imply that kL would increase when the bubble 

diameter decreases down to 2 mm, remain almost constant for bubble diameter between 1 and 2 mm and 

then decreases below 1 mm. However, this does not correspond to the observations of Han and Al-Dahhan 

(2007) as their bubble diameter is around 10 mm. Lemoine et al. (2004) also report a decrease of the kL

coefficient for two systems (N2-Toluene and Air-Toluene) at a temperature of 300 K and uG = 10 cm.s
-1

. They

also attributed this decrease to the decrease of the bubble size and they report that kL is proportional to db
1/2

.

Baz-Rodríguez et al. (2014) also report a decrease of kL when bubble diameter decreases (by adding 

coalescence inhibiting salts) while kLa and a increase in the homogeneous regime. Hashemi et al. (2009) report 

a decrease of the ratio kL/dB while increasing pressure. As bubble diameter is reduced when increasing 

pressure, kL effectively decreases. Chilekar (2007) used the same approach and found that the ratio kL/dB

remains constant while increasing pressure, which implies that kL follow the same trend as bubble diameter: a 
decrease until a plateau around 0.5 MPa, which is consistent with Han and Al-Dahhan (2007). This trend is also 

observed by Letzel et al. (1999).

Yang et al. (2001) observed no influence of pressure on the mass transfer coefficient kL, at different 

temperatures (from 293 to 473 K) in the case of a quite viscous liquid paraffin (μL = 0.26 to 3 Pa.s). The authors

report that the bubble size decreases with pressure. Furthermore, they explain that the gas solubility increases 

with pressure. This increasing solubility results in more gas dissolved in the liquid, which leads to a decrease in 

viscosity. They therefore conclude that the kL decreases when the bubble size decreases, but in parallel, it is 

favoured by the decrease in viscosity reduction that would increase the molecular diffusivity. Ultimately the 
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two effects cancel each other out and kL appears constant in this pressure range. These trends and 

explanations are also reported by Jin et al. (2014) with another paraffin (μL = 4 mPa.s). Dewes et al. (1995) also

observe no effect of pressure on the kL. Maalej et al. (2003) observed two effect of pressure on kL at constant 

mass flowrate. At low mass flowrate they observed that an increase of pressure (up to 2 MPa) increases the kL

but at higher mass flowrate it decreases with pressure. In every case they observed a decrease of bubble size 

and superficial gas velocity while increasing pressure. They explained their results by an increase of bubble 

detachment at the sparger at low mass flowrate which promotes turbulence. At higher mass flowrate this 

effect is still present but the decrease of the superficial gas velocity seems to be the main effect on turbulence.

The differences between the different results and the predictions of the Higbie theory could come from the 

position of the minima (Figure 7) that shifts to larger diameters of bubbles in more viscous fluid and/or with 

lower surface tension. Another point is that Nedeltchev et al. (2007) reported that the Higbie theory poorly 

predicts mass transfer coefficient in the presence of turbulence induced by the bubbles. The turbulence 

decreases as the diameter of bubbles decreases and consequently the kL is negatively affected.

Literature results show that the effect of pressure on kL is not predominant because, even when kL

decreases or remain constant, kLa still increases (Chilekar, 2007; Dewes et al., 1995; Han and Al-Dahhan, 2007; 
Hashemi et al., 2009; Lemoine et al., 2004; Yang et al., 2001). It can be assumed that the increase in kLa is 

mainly due to the interfacial area in the conditions studied, which cover homogeneous (Dewes et al., 1995; 
Hashemi et al., 2009) and heterogeneous (Chilekar, 2007; Dewes et al., 1995; Han and Al-Dahhan, 2007; 

Hashemi et al., 2009; Lemoine et al., 2004) flow regimes.

3.2.4. Temperature effect on mass transfer properties

3.2.4.1. Temperature effect on kLa

Literature show that kLa increases with temperature (Hashemi et al., 2009; Jin et al., 2004; Jin et al., 
2014; Jordan and Schumpe, 2001; Lau et al., 2004; Yang et al., 2001). As an illustration, Jin et al. (2004) studied 

the effect of temperature on kLaL in a wide temperature range (from 298 to 473 K) and for three pressures (1, 2 

and 3 MPa). They showed that kLaL increases with temperature for the three pressures. Their hydrodynamic 

regime is not specified but, as the superficial gas velocity is low, the homogeneous regime could be assumed. 

The tendency is also observed in the heterogeneous regime (Lau et al., 2004).

Viscosity effects are linked to temperature as liquid viscosity decreases when temperature increases. 

Viscosity effects are reported by Shah et al. (2012) who observe a decrease of kLa by 67% while increasing 

liquid viscosity from 1 to 50 mPa.s. This is attributed to a decrease of kL (3.2.4.3). Kang et al. (1995) report a 

decrease of kLa when increasing viscosity which is attributed to a decrease of gas holdup and interfacial area.

Öztürk et al. (1987) found lower kLa values for organic solvents and mixtures compared to water which is 

attributed to the higher viscosity of the organic solvents. Hashemi et al. (2009) also report a predominant 
effect of viscosity and surface tension when changing temperature. Adding surface active compounds results 

on an increase of kLaL, as shown by Hikita et al. (1981).

3.2.4.2. Temperature effect on interfacial area

The evolution of interfacial area with temperature has been partially studied in the section dedicated 

to the gas holdup (section 3.1.4). The interfacial area seems to increase with temperature in the large majority 

of the publications ((Jin et al., 2014; Pohorecki et al., 2001) and section 3.1.4) except for three publications 

(Grover et al., 1986; Pohorecki et al., 1999; Yang et al., 2001). The differences have been discussed before.

3.2.4.3. Temperature effect on kL

Few studies deal with this effect. Lau et al. (2004), Jin et al. (2014) and Yang et al. (2001) studied the 

effect of temperature on the coefficient kL. Yang et al. (2001) observed that the kL coefficient increases

significantly with temperature. Authors explain their results by reporting that an increase in temperature 

decreases the viscosity and therefore promotes the molecular diffusion. In the same conditions, they also 

observe a decrease of the interfacial area (Figure 5) and they suppose that their bubble size increases. It may 

also affect positively the kL (section 3.2.3.3 for the effect of bubble size on kL). Jin et al. (2014) observe an 

increase of both kL and a. They also stated that a decrease of viscosity promotes molecular diffusion but they 
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report that this decrease may also reduce tc because of the slightly higher bubble velocities, both resulting on 

an increase of kL (Equation 11). It is likely that the differences for a between those two publications rely on the 

viscosity of the liquid phase. Lau et al. (2004) only study qualitatively the difference between their

measurement of kLa and gas holdup. They conclude that the rate of increase of kLa with temperature is faster 

than that of gas holdup: in their conclusion kL also increases with temperature. They explain it by the 

promotion of molecular diffusion. In fact, if gas holdup increases it is likely that the bubble diameter decreases 

with temperature. Calculations have been made for this review by considering their values of kLa and εG and

calculating the ratio kL/db using interfacial area definition: kL/db = kLa/ (6εG). While temperature increases, the

bubble diameter decreases and calculations show that kL increases with temperature if the bubble diameter is 

divided by less than 4 when the temperature increases. As they do not specify their bubble diameters, it is then 

difficult to conclude.

One may wonder what would be the evolution of kLa in the case where the interfacial area or gas 

holdup decreases with temperature (Deckwer et al., 1980; Grover et al., 1986; Yang et al., 2001). Only Yang et 

al. (2001) studied the evolution of kL and a with temperature (Figure 5). Their results show that for most 

experiments kLaL still increases with temperature, in the case where the interfacial area decreases, which 

indicates a predominant effect of kL. A plateau at high temperatures is clearly observed for the experiments 

made with CO in gas phase. What is not studied in Yang et al. (2001) is the effect of temperature on kLa (kLa can 

be obtained by multiplying kLaL by εL). Gas holdup is not measured but εL increases with temperature (Figure 5
and explanations reported in section 3.1.4). When the plateau is observed for kLaL, an increase of kLa with 

temperature may be observed. Other experiments are needed to clarify this effect.

As for temperature influence on liquid properties, some authors (García-Abuín et al., 2010; La Rubia 
et al., 2010) have reported a negative effect of viscosity on kL, which decreases when viscosity increases. This is 

attributed to a decrease of the diffusion coefficient. Chilekar (2007) found that kL is lower for a low surface 

tension and a slightly viscous fluid (Isopar-M) than water. As gas holdup is higher and bubble size lower for 

Isopar-M, it can be deduced that viscosity has no effect and that surface tension has a decreasing effect on kL.

Öztürk et al. (1987) found lower kLa for organic solvents than for water but higher gas holdups. This can be 

attributed again to a decrease of kL while increasing viscosity.

3.2.5. Superficial liquid velocity effect on mass transfer properties

Chaumat et al. (2005) observe an increase of the kLa while increasing superficial liquid velocity. At the 

same time they observe a decrease of the gas holdup (section 3.1.5). As gas holdup and interfacial area 

decrease when increasing superficial liquid velocity, it is easy to conclude that kL increases. Lau et al. (2004) 

observed an increase of the kLa with the superficial liquid velocity. This effect is observed at low superficial 

liquid velocity at ambient pressure and at the highest pressure (2.86 MPa) for higher uL. The effect is higher at 

high superficial gas velocity. The gas holdup (and interfacial area) remains constant at the 2.86 MPa but is 

slightly decreased at ambient pressure. This indicates again a positive effect on kL. Shah et al. (2012) observed 

the same tendencies. The authors explained this result by the promotion of turbulence induced by the liquid, 

which has a positive effect on kL. The higher effect at 2.86 MPa has to be linked with the decreasing effect of 

pressure on kL as reported on section 3.2.3.3. At high pressures, turbulence induced by the increase of uL

compensates the negative effect of the pressure. Chaumat et al. (2005) found that the ratio kL/a increases with 

the superficial liquid velocity. In their conditions, the product kLa is measured over the entire reactor but the 

interfacial area of the denominator is obtained by local measurements in the middle of the column:  kL cannot 

be calculated. The authors note that the local interfacial area decreases with uL in their conditions and that the 

kLa increases. Their measure of overall gas holdup shows that it decreases with uL and by extension it is also the 

case for the interfacial area. It is therefore likely that the kL increases with uL. At ambient pressure and 

temperature in the heterogeneous regime, Hikita et al. (1981) do not observe any effect of superficial liquid 

velocity on kLaL. However, the range of uL applied is not specified.

3.2.6. Working mode effect on mass transfer properties

As for the working mode no publications showing experimental results are available. The contribution 

for the influence of working mode on kLa is 2.5 % in weight in the publication of Baawain et al. (2007) which is 

less than the effect of working mode on gas holdup (section 3.1.6). This result is obtained by comparing 

different publications with different working modes. Singh and Majumder (2011) simulate co and counter-
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current bubble columns working in the homogeneous regime and report better mass transfer efficiency in the 

case of counter-current operation while kLa is not affected by working mode. They report an effect of 

backmixing on mass transfer. Mixing is better in counter-current operation due to higher relative velocity 

between the two phases. Better mass transfer efficiency is obtained with higher backmixing. In fact, Bouaifi et 

al. (2001) observe that kL depends on the liquid axial dispersion coefficient and report an increase of kL while 

increasing Dax,L. This is also attributed to an increase of the relative velocity and a lower contact time. However, 

the two publications seem to disagree as the model predicts constant kLa and a, while relative velocity 

increases.

3.2.7. Effect of other parameters on mass transfer properties: superficial gas velocity, 

column and distributor design.

3.2.7.1. Effect of superficial gas velocity on mass transfer properties

Superficial gas velocity has an increasing effect on kLa (Akita and Yoshida, 1973, 1974; Behkish et al., 
2002; Chaumat et al., 2005; Ferreira et al., 2013; Han and Al-Dahhan, 2007; Hashemi et al., 2009; Hikita et al., 
1981; Jin et al., 2014; Kang et al., 1999; Lau et al., 2004; Letzel et al., 1999; Muroyama et al., 2013; Shah et 
al., 2012). This is observed in literature whatever the operating conditions in the homogeneous and 

heterogeneous regime. However, as for the gas holdup (Figure 3) some authors report a maximum in the 

transition regime (Lau et al., 2004; Letzel et al., 1999; Zahradník et al., 1997) for ambient conditions or 

pressures up to 0.4 MPa. It is not observed at higher pressure (Lau et al., 2004) and temperature. The 

interfacial area increases with an increase of the superficial gas velocity (Baz-Rodríguez et al., 2014; Bouaifi et 
al., 2001; Ferreira et al., 2013; García-Abuín et al., 2012; García-Abuín et al., 2010; Gopal and Sharma, 1983; 
Han and Al-Dahhan, 2007; Jin et al., 2014; La Rubia et al., 2010; Lau et al., 2012; Lemoine et al., 2004; Maalej 
et al., 2003; Maceiras et al., 2010; Majumder et al., 2006; Oyevaar et al., 1991; Pohorecki et al., 1999; 
Pohorecki et al., 2001; Smith et al., 1996; Vázquez et al., 2000b; Xue et al., 2008) in every cases even when

the small effect of superficial gas velocity on bubble size described in section 3.1.7 is observed (Bouaifi et al., 
2001; Ferreira et al., 2013; García-Abuín et al., 2012; García-Abuín et al., 2010; Lau et al., 2012; Lemoine et 
al., 2004; Majumder et al., 2006; Pohorecki et al., 1999; Smith et al., 1996; Xue et al., 2008). As gas holdup, a 

maximum is observed in the transition regime for some authors (Han and Al-Dahhan, 2007).

As for the evolution of kL with superficial gas velocity, opposite trends are observed in 

literature. Some authors report an increase in their whole range of uG with a plateau (Han and Al-Dahhan, 
2007; La Rubia et al., 2010), other only observe the increase at high superficial gas velocity (Kluytmans et al., 
2003), other do not observe the plateau (Chaumat et al., 2005; Chilekar, 2007; Ferreira et al., 2013; Gopal and 
Sharma, 1983; Jin et al., 2014; Lemoine et al., 2004), others observe no effects at all (Dewes et al., 1995; 
García-Abuín et al., 2010; Lau et al., 2012; Vandu et al., 2004; Voyer and Miller, 1968; Yang et al., 2001) and 

some observe a decrease (Baz-Rodríguez et al., 2014). Chaumat et al. (2005) studied the evolution of the ratio 

kLa/a. They conclude that the increase of kL with superficial gas velocity is in disagreement with Higbie’s theory 

of penetration. They assume that there is a promotion of the turbulence induced by the bubbles. This is 

consistent with Nedeltchev et al. (2007) who argue that Higbie’s theory actually does not take into account the 

effect of the drag of bubbles on kL. Han and Al-Dahhan (2007) also conclude that the increase of kL with uG is 

linked to the turbulence induces by the bubbles. Lemoine et al. (2004) report that the increase of the bubble 

size (section 3.2.3.3) results in an increase of kL, which is validated by Chilekar (2007) who observes a constant 

kL/dB ratio while dB increases. However, this seems to be invalidated by La Rubia et al. (2010) as they observe 

the increase of kL while db decreases. They report a decreasing effect of uG on kL while increasing viscosity (0.8 

to 1.22 mPa.s). This effect is attributed to the decrease of the turbulence induced by the bubbles while 

increasing viscosity, which is consistent with the remarks above. At high viscosity no effect is observed. 

However this is in contradiction with Jin et al. (2014) who observe a strong effect of uG at higher liquid viscosity 

(4 mPa.s) but under pressure (1.0 MPa). Some authors do not observe any effect of uG on kL because of the 

small uG range studied (García-Abuín et al., 2010; Yang et al., 2001). However, Vandu et al. (2004) and 

Hashemi et al. (2009), who did not observe any effect of uG on kL, observe that the ratio kL/ db remains almost 

constant while the gas velocity increases (up to 40 cm.s
-1

). No information is given for dB. However, these two

publications work with a highly viscous fluid: this is consistent with the remarks of La Rubia et al. (2010) who 

observe no effect of uG at high viscosity. Their kL is nearly independent of uG but an increase can be seen 

depending on operating conditions, especially at the highest pressure for Hashemi et al. (2009) which would be 
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in agreement with Jin et al. (2014). At high viscosity, working under pressure may have a positive effect on the 

turbulence induced by the bubbles: their number would be higher while dB remains nearly constant (section 

3.1.3 for the concomitant effect of viscosity and pressure).

Baz-Rodríguez et al. (2014) observe a decrease of kL while increasing uG (in a small range and for low 

uG) and report another effect: kL is higher for isolated bubbles than for bubble swarms due to lower rise 

velocity for bubble swarms. Another effect is reported by De Swart et al. (1996) who found an increasing effect 

of kL in presence of frequent bubble coalescence and breakage which is the case in the heterogeneous flow at 

high gas velocity. 

3.2.7.2. Effect of gas sparger on mass transfer properties

As reported in the section dedicated to gas holdup (section 3.1.7) gas sparger properties may have no 

influence in well established homogeneous and heterogeneous regime. This is also observed for kLa in 

literature (Han and Al-Dahhan, 2007; Hikita et al., 1981; Zahradník et al., 1997). In other cases, as for the gas 

holdup, porous and membrane diffusers lead to higher kLa than perforated plates (Bouaifi et al., 2001; Lau et 
al., 2012). Decreasing the orifice diameter for perforated plates leads to an increase of kLa (Chaumat et al., 
2005; Han and Al-Dahhan, 2007; Jordan and Schumpe, 2001).

These tendencies are also observed for the interfacial area (Bouaifi et al., 2001; Lau et al., 2012; Smith 
et al., 1996; Xue et al., 2008). As for kL, in the heterogeneous regime, Han and Al-Dahhan (2007) observed no 

effect of the distributor orifice diameter on kL. It should be noticed that in the same conditions, gas holdup, kLa

and interfacial area are also not affected by sparger orifice diameter. Bouaifi et al. (2001) show that kL depends 

on the type of sparger used. In their larger column (Dc = 20 cm) the porous plate and the membrane sparger 

give higher kL than the perforated plate (see Table 1 for the properties of the spargers). At the same time, the 

porous and the membrane spargers lead to similar bubble diameter (between 3.7-5 mm), smaller than the 

ones obtained with the perforated plate (between 4.5-7.5 mm). They conclude that their tendencies are in 

good agreement with Higbie’s theory. In fact, this is also in agreement with Figure 7. Lau et al. (2012) observe 

higher kL for spargers that give larger bubbles, which is also in agreement with Higbie’s theory (section 3.2.3.3).

Kang et al. (1999) report that an even distribution of bubbles at the sparger leads to a higher mass 

transfer coefficient which is linked to interfacial area and gas holdup and less coalescence.

3.2.7.3. Effect of column design on mass transfer properties

Lau et al. (2012) report a decrease of kLa and interfacial area while increasing the Hc/Dc ratio, as for the 

gas holdup (section 3.1.7). However, in the same conditions, kL seems to be independent of Hc/Dc. Muroyama 

et al. (2013) also observe a decrease of kLa while increasing Hc, gas holdup remaining constant (their bubble 

size distribution does not depend on z). This is attributed to an increase of the gas residence time, leading to a 

decrease of the bubble size, down to their complete disappearance, when residence time is high. Fewer 

bubbles contribute to mass transfer near the outlet of tall bubble columns: the decrease is observed because 

kLa is measured globally. Xue et al. (2008) found that for z/Dc ratios over 5, the effect of the sparger region on 

interfacial area can be neglected. This indicates again that Hc/Dc has no more influence for ratios over 5 

(explanations in section 3.1.7). This is in agreement with Hikita et al. (1981) who do no observe any effect of Hc

for Hc/Dc ratios over 7.

Bouaifi et al. (2001) observe an increase of kLa with the column diameter. At the same time, they 

observe an increase of interfacial area with the column diameter (from 15 to 20 cm), which is not in agreement 

with the tendencies observed in section 3.1.7 for gas holdup. However as they do not measure their bubble

diameter and gas holdup in both columns, it is difficult to conclude on the interfacial area. They observe that kL

increases with the column diameter for two types of sparger (porous and membrane) but decreases for the 

perforated plate. The tendencies are not explained. Lau et al. (2004), however, observe a decrease of kLa (and 

gas holdup) while increasing column diameter (from 5 to 10 cm). They attributed this effect to wall effects, as 

already reported for gas holdup in section 3.1.7. Chilekar (2007) observe no effect of column diameter on kLa in 

well established homogeneous and heterogeneous regime for column diameters over 0.15 m, which is in 

agreement with the tendencies observed for gas holdup (section 3.1.7). In well established heterogeneous 
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regime, Hikita et al. (1981) do not observe any effect of Dc in the range 0.1 - 0.19 m. This may be due to 

reduced wall effects in the sparger region for single-nozzle spargers. 

3.3. Study of liquid axial dispersion coefficient

3.3.1. Definition

The degree of mixing in the column is quantified by the measurement of the axial dispersion through 

the axial dispersion coefficient Dax,L. Many authors show that, generally, there is a good mixing in bubble 

column and the dispersion cannot be ignored. Some correlations are given in Table 1 for the estimation of the 

axial dispersion coefficient. Mixing mechanisms have already been reported in section 2.1.

3.3.2. Measurement

The liquid axial dispersion coefficient is measured by determining the Residence Time Distribution

(RTD). The measurement can be made in liquid or in gas phase. For measurement of the liquid RTD the tracer is 

typically saline (concentration followed by conductimetry, (Biń et al., 2001; Bouaifi et al., 2001; Forret et al., 
2003; Hikita and Kikukawa, 1974; Krishna et al., 1999a; Ohki and Inoue, 1970; Shah et al., 2012; Therning and 
Rasmuson, 2001)), colored (Shawaqfeh, 2003; Smith et al., 1996; Zahradník et al., 1997) or radioactive. A 

variant of the technique is the use of a non-radioactive tracer that interacts with neutrons (requires a neutron 

source) (Boyer et al., 2002). Major drawbacks at high pressures and temperatures are corrosion problems due 

to the use of salts (chloride for instance) and degradation of coloured tracer at high temperatures (for example 

BBT is degraded under 473 K). The radioactive and neutron techniques have been reported as efficient 

techniques to avoid those problems (Boyer et al., 2002; Onozaki et al., 2000). The calculation of Dax, L must be

made by the use of a model (as the axial dispersion model), the simple ones being largely discussed in literature 

(Smith et al., 1996; Villermaux, 1994). For bubble columns, more complex models have been reported, taking

into account the possible transfer in stagnant zones. The analysis then becomes more complicated and requires 

the fitting of other parameters. There may be problems with the sensitivity of the results with respect to 

various parameters (Boyer et al., 2002). For complex models, some authors propose an algorithm to perform 

calculations (Dudukovic et al., 2000). Another drawback for bubble columns is that accuracy can be low if the 

concentrations do not correspond to a perfectly mixed fluid locally (strong interactions between elements of 

fluids) (Boyer et al., 2002). This is typically the case when tracer concentration is followed by the use of probes 

giving concentration near the wall which can differ from the true concentration. Bubbles have also been 

reported to disturb the measurement from probes: signals must be filtered (Boyer et al., 2002). For gas RTD 

measurement, calculations are more complicated because of the mass transfer, especially at high pressure and 

temperature. Mass transfer has to be taken into account (Boyer et al., 2002). The use of two balances on gas 

and liquid phase allow the determination of gas and liquid axial dispersion coefficient simultaneously if holdup, 

concentrations and mass transfer properties are known (Boyer et al., 2002). 

Another measuring technique has also been reported: the thermal dispersion technique (Holcombe et 
al., 1983; Lorenz et al., 2005; Yang and Fan, 2003). It is based on the analogy between mass and heat transfer 

under nonreactive conditions. The equation used for the calculations is similar to a mass balance replacing 

concentration by temperature, the mass transfer term by a heat loss term taking into account the heat from 

the liquid phase to the environment (through the wall and the gas phase and due to evaporation) and defining 

the thermal dispersion coefficient as λL/(ρLCpL). Calculations are made by measuring the temperature profile

inside the bubble column. 

3.3.3. Pressure influence on liquid axial dispersion coefficient

Yang and Fan (2003) observed a decrease of the liquid axial dispersion coefficient with an increase of

pressure in a wide range of superficial gas and liquid velocity (Table 1). Their experimental results are shown on 

Figure 8.

FIGURE 8 (SINGLE COLUMN)
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Figure 8 : Evolution of liquid axial dispersion coefficient with superficial gas velocity for different pressures. T = 

300 K, Dc = 10.16 cm, uL = 0.17 cm.s
-1

. System: N2/Paratherm-NF. (Yang and Fan, 2003).

Figure 8 shows that the Dax, L decreases when increasing pressure (up to 4.2 MPa). It also shows that 

the effect is higher at high superficial gas velocity and that the effect of pressure decrease when increasing 

pressure. The authors explain their results using the correlation of Joshi (Equation 17) which is used to 

estimate the velocity of fluid recirculation (Vc) in the case where only the turbulence associated with liquid 

circulation is considered (case of heterogeneous regime).

Vc = 1.31[gDc(uG – εG/(1- εG) uL - εGub∞)]
1/3

      (17)

According to Equation 17 the effect of pressure would be linked to several contradictory effects on Vc. 

The increase of gas holdup causes an increase of the term εG.ubα. The decrease of the bubble size with pressure

(section 3.1.3) and thus the decrease of the bubble rising velocity leads to a decrease of the term εG.ubα.

Therefore both effects damped each other and Vc does not vary too much. At the same time, reducing the size 

of the bubbles leads to a reduction of turbulence and thus the overall effect is a decrease. Tarmy et al. (1984) 

compared their measurement to correlations developed at ambient pressure and temperature and found that 

their measured axial coefficients were lower than predictions, concluding on a decrease of the axial coefficient 

with pressure.

This decrease of the liquid axial dispersion coefficient with pressure disagrees with other publications 

(Chilekar et al., 2010; Holcombe et al., 1983; Houzelot et al., 1983; Sangnimnuan et al., 1984; Therning and 
Rasmuson, 2001; Wilkinson et al., 1993). Sangnimnuan et al. (1984) do not observe any effect of pressure in 

the range 4.5 – 15 MPa in the homogeneous regime, as for their gas holdup. Houzelot et al. (1983) observed no 

effect of pressure on the liquid axial dispersion coefficient for pressures between 0.1 and 0.3 MPa in the

homogeneous regime. Their experiments could be consistent with the observation of Yang and Fan (2003)

since in the homogeneous regime the influence of pressure on the bubble size is limited and bubble size does 

not vary too much. Holcombe et al. (1983) observe no effect of pressure in continuous mode at higher 

superficial gas velocities and for a limited range of pressure (0.3 – 0.71 MPa). It disagrees with Wilkinson et al. 

(1993) who observed an increase of the liquid axial dispersion coefficient with pressure between 0.1 and 1.5 

MPa for the same nitrogen/water system but with a higher column diameter. Effect of pressure is more 

pronounced for high gas velocities (which correspond to the heterogeneous regime) as on Figure 8. However, 

they observe an increase of the liquid axial dispersion coefficient with pressure despite the decrease of bubble

size. This is also the case for Chilekar et al. (2010) who observed that, in fact, liquid recirculation increases 

when increasing pressure. Therning and Rasmuson (2001) also observed the increase of axial dispersion 

coefficient with a packed column. This increase is attributed to a decrease of radial dispersion while bubble size 

decreases as for Wilkinson et al. (1993). It can be noted that for studies where pressure has no influence 

(Holcombe et al., 1983; Houzelot et al., 1983; Sangnimnuan et al., 1984) the column diameters are the lowest 

and typically below 10 cm. DC influence on axial dispersion coefficient may be another possible explanation for 

these trends (section 3.3.7.3).

The decrease is effectively observed for Yang and Fan (2003) who used a viscous fluid (μL > 7 mPa.s). It

can then be stated that the influence of pressure on liquid axial dispersion coefficient depends on liquid phase 

properties. For the more viscous fluids, mixing may be dramatically affected by pressure as liquid recirculation 

turbulence is lower for these systems and mixing is more dependent on bubble induced turbulence. Equation 
17 and Sangnimnuan et al. (1984) results also suggest that pressure effect depends on its influence on gas 

holdup. Lorenz et al. (2005) proposed a CFD model based on the equations of mass balances and force balance 

to calculate the liquid axial dispersion coefficient and the velocity profile of the liquid. Their results are in 

agreement with Yang and Fan (2003), Wilkinson et al. (1993) and Houzelot et al. (1983). The authors observe 

that the effect of pressure leads to a decrease of the liquid velocity and the eddy viscosity. They show that an 

increase of the liquid velocity results in an increase of the liquid axial dispersion coefficient. As the eddy 

viscosity increases, the profile of the axial dispersion coefficient presents a maximum. The evolution of the axial 

dispersion coefficient depends on the intensity of those two effects. They depend in turn on the gas holdup 

and the superficial gas velocity. The authors use the experimental conditions from Wilkinson et al. (1993) and 

conducted CFD simulations at higher pressure and changing superficial gas velocity. They show that the 

dispersion coefficient follows the profile shown on Figure 9.
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FIGURE 9 (SINGLE COLUMN)
Figure 9 : Liquid axial dispersion coefficient versus gas holdup for different pressures. Dc = 0.15 m. Wilkinson et 

al. (1993) (Wilkinson et al., 1993) operating conditions. Adapted from (Lorenz et al., 2005).

Figure 9 shows that in the pressure conditions of Yang and Fan (2003), liquid axial dispersion 

coefficient decreases when gas holdup increases up to 0.26 and then increases. Thus they attributed the 

observed effects to the influence of the gas superficial velocity and gas holdup, the effects of liquid properties 

being included in the gas holdup. As gas holdup stays at low values, a decrease is effectively observed. These 

results must be discussed. On the one hand, Lorenz et al. (2005) give no indication about the superficial liquid 

velocity used and its effect (section 3.3.4) on the axial dispersion coefficient. The effect of this parameter on 

the results of the CFD results cannot be extrapolated easily because Yang and Fan (2003) show that, at 

constant superficial gas velocity, the superficial liquid velocity influences the axial dispersion coefficient, but 

not gas holdup. The couple of parameters (uG, εG) is then not perfectly adapted to the study of the axial

dispersion coefficient. 

3.3.4. Temperature influence on liquid axial dispersion coefficient

No publications to date investigate this effect. However, Onozaki et al. (2000), in the homogeneous 

regime, found a lower axial dispersion coefficient at a lower temperature (313 K versus 730 K) in the case of an 

industrial plant. This can be attributed to the increase of the liquid viscosity by reducing temperature. As for 

other publications, a decrease of the liquid axial dispersion coefficient while increasing viscosity is commonly 

observed (Hikita and Kikukawa, 1974; Shah et al., 2012) which is attributed to a decrease of liquid 

recirculation in conditions representative of the heterogeneous regime. Hikita and Kikukawa (1974) found that 

axial dispersion coefficient do not depend on liquid surface tension. This may the case in heterogeneous regime 

where the turbulence induced by the bubbles is limited.

3.3.5. Superficial liquid velocity effect on liquid axial dispersion coefficient

Yang and Fan (2003) observed an increase of the axial dispersion coefficient while increasing 

superficial liquid velocity. No effect on gas holdup is observed. The observed effect is higher in the case of the 

Paratherm NF than in water. The authors explain this effect by the increase of the liquid turbulence. Liquid 

velocity range being limited, the authors suggest that this increase is not due to the movement of bubbles, but 

rather linked to the increased energy exchange between liquid vortexes. The difference between water and 

Paratherm NF is mainly due to the effect of solvent on bubble size: smaller in the case of Paratherm, which has 

a much lower surface tension despite a higher viscosity. These bubbles contribute less to the turbulence which 

explains the difference. This tendency is also observed in other publications (Biń et al., 2001; Zahradník et al., 
1997). The increase has been observed in the homogeneous and heterogeneous regime (Zahradník et al., 

1997).

In the slug flow regime, Shawaqfeh (2003) observe a decrease of the axial dispersion coefficient while 

increasing superficial liquid velocity, which is attributed to a predominant effect of convection compared to 

dispersion in this regime. However, in counter-current mode, Shah et al. (2012) observed the decrease of the 

liquid axial dispersion coefficient while increasing superficial liquid velocity, which is attributed to a promotion 

of the liquid plug-flow behaviour by reducing the residence time of the liquid. Holcombe et al. (1983) and 

Sangnimnuan et al. (1984) observe no effect of superficial liquid velocity on liquid axial dispersion coefficient 
for low column diameters. As for pressure, the effect of liquid velocity may be neglected for low column 

diameters.

3.3.6. Working mode effect on liquid axial dispersion coefficient

Bín et al. (2001) observed no significant influence of the working mode on the liquid axial dispersion 

coefficient for liquid velocities (up to 6 mm.s
-1

) for an air-ozone/water system at ambient conditions. This is the 

only publication that studied this parameter influence on liquid axial dispersion coefficient. 
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3.3.7. Effect of other parameters on liquid axial dispersion coefficient: superficial gas 

velocity, column and distributor design.

3.3.7.1. Effect of superficial gas velocity on liquid axial dispersion coefficient

Increasing the superficial gas velocity leads to an increase of liquid axial dispersion coefficient (Biń et 
al., 2001; Chilekar et al., 2010; Forret et al., 2003; Hikita and Kikukawa, 1974; Holcombe et al., 1983; Krishna 
et al., 1999a; Lorenz et al., 2005; Ohki and Inoue, 1970; Sangnimnuan et al., 1984; Shah et al., 2012; 
Shawaqfeh, 2003; Smith et al., 1996; Wilkinson et al., 1993; Yang and Fan, 2003). Yang and Fan (2003) found 

that the increase is faster in homogeneous regime than in the heterogeneous regime. The authors explain this 

phenomenon by promoting liquid recirculation velocity in heterogeneous regime and the turbulence induced 

by the bubbles in the homogeneous regime. The increase of the liquid recirculation speed in heterogeneous 

regime does not cause as much turbulence as the one induced by the bubbles in homogeneous regime which 

implies that the increase is less important in the heterogeneous regime. Ohki and Inoue (1970) found that the 

axial dispersion coefficient shows a maximum at the transition point between homogeneous and 

heterogeneous regime and follows the trend of the gas holdup for Dc > 4 cm. This is in agreement with the 

remark made above. Zahradník et al. (1997) studied the influence of the superficial gas velocity on the liquid 

Peclet. Their results show that the liquid Peclet in the homogeneous regime increases with the superficial gas 

velocity and decreases in the heterogeneous regime, indicating that the axial dispersion coefficient decreases 

in homogeneous regime and increases in heterogeneous regime. The authors conclude that in the 

homogeneous regime, the behaviour of the liquid is close to plug-flow in their conditions. This is in 

contradiction with the results of other authors who conclude that the superficial gas velocity promotes the 

axial dispersion coefficient even in the homogeneous regime (Biń et al., 2001; Ohki and Inoue, 1970; Shah et 
al., 2012; Smith et al., 1996; Yang and Fan, 2003).

3.3.7.2. Effect of gas sparger on liquid axial dispersion coefficient

Hikita and Kikukawa (1974) and Ohki and Inoue (1970) observe no influence of gas sparger in 

heterogeneous regime. Zahradník et al. (1997) showed that the liquid axial dispersion coefficient is affected by 

the type of sparger only in the homogeneous regime for an air/water system in atmospheric conditions: the 

axial dispersion coefficient is lower for lower orifice diameters (the bubble size is lower). In the homogeneous 

regime, Ohki and Inoue (1970) found higher axial coefficients for higher open areas (high number of holes at 

constant hole diameter) and higher hole diameter (at constant number of holes), which suggests again that the 

higher the gas holdup and bubble size, the higher the axial coefficient. Bouaifi et al. (2001) obtained, in their

homogeneous system, similar results: axial dispersions coefficients are lower in the case of membranes than 

for perforated or porous plates which present nearly similar dispersions in the same conditions and for their

two column diameters. In the column of smaller diameter, however, it can be noted that the dispersions are 

larger for the perforated distributor. This can be attributed to the turbulence induced by the bubbles since 

their diameters are slightly larger for the perforated distributor than for the porous or the membranes. This 

suggests that the larger the bubbles, the higher the axial dispersion. However, Yang and Fan (2003) found no 

significant influence of the type of distributor (porous or perforated plates) on the axial dispersion coefficient 

in the case of Paratherm NF, whether the regime is homogeneous or heterogeneous. This may be related with 

the publication of Bouaifi et al. (2001) who observed that the axial coefficients obtained with the use of 

perforated and porous plates are almost identical in the larger column. Smith et al. (1996) also observed that 

the axial dispersion coefficients do not seem to depend on the type of sparger. They work with an inclined 

column and they conclude that their scale of turbulence does not seem to be equal to the ones of other 

authors. This could explain the differences.

3.3.7.3. Effect of column design on liquid axial dispersion coefficient

As far as it has been tested, axial dispersion coefficient increases when column diameter increases 

(Bouaifi et al., 2001; Forret et al., 2003; Hikita and Kikukawa, 1974; Holcombe et al., 1983; Krishna and Sie, 
2000; Krishna et al., 1999a; Ohki and Inoue, 1970; Yang and Fan, 2003). Forret et al. (2003) show that this 

dependency may not be linked to gas holdup (their gas holdup does not depend on column diameter) but is 

linked to liquid recirculation velocity at high superficial gas velocity. For the experiments of Yang and Fan 

(2003), the increase is observed at low and high pressures but the effect of column diameter is lower at high 

pressures. At the same time, gas holdup decreases when column diameter increases, which indicate that 
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overall effect would be related to the larger bubbles in large columns that contribute more to the turbulence. 

At high pressures their proportion is reduced. On the contrary, Bouaifi et al. (2001) observed an increase of gas 

holdup when increasing column diameter, which is not explained (section 3.1.7.3). Yang and Fan (2003) finally 

propose Equations 18 and 19 to link the dispersion coefficient and the column diameter.

Dax,L α Dc
w

(18)

With     1 –w/w0 = 0.11ln(ρG/ρG0)        (19)

The index 0 indicates that the density and the coefficient w are measured at atmospheric pressure.

Hikita and Kikukawa (1974) show that axial dispersion coefficient do not depend on column height in 

heterogeneous regime, for Hc/Dc ratios over 7.

4. CONCLUSION

This article has shown the complexity of the study of the hydrodynamics in bubble columns reactors: 

many parameters have been reported to be relevant for the design.

Gas holdup has been shown to be strongly dependent of operating conditions such as pressure, 

temperature, system studied and superficial gas velocity but also on design parameters such as gas sparger and 

column design. Column design has no more influence for Hc/Dc ratios over 5 and Dc over 0.70 m. Working mode 

has minor effect on gas holdup but superficial liquid velocity has been reported to be a relevant parameter, 

although its effects are not yet clear. Mass transfer properties (interfacial area, kL and kLa) have also been 

shown to be dependent of these operating and design parameters. Superficial liquid velocity has been reported 

as a relevant parameter and its influence on mass transfer is validated. Working mode has no effect, as for gas 

holdup. However, pressure influence on kL is not yet clear and further investigations have to be carried out. 

Some negative influence of temperature on interfacial area has been reported and this tendency seems to 

depend on the system studied: it has to be checked in the desired operating conditions. Axial dispersion 

coefficient also depends on pressure, superficial liquid and gas velocities and sparger and column design. 

However, pressure influence is contradictory and some clues have been reported for the understanding of its 

effect: it seems to depend on the extent of its effect on gas holdup. Temperature effect is poorly known. 

Working mode, as for the other parameters, is not a relevant parameter. This article shows that, in fact, the 

correlations given in Table 1 are not reliable for the estimation of gas holdup, a, kL, kLa and Dax,L at high 

pressure and/or high temperature conditions as only one or two operating parameters are studied in each 

publication.

For the design of high pressure processes, operating parameters such as pressure, temperature, 

superficial gas and liquid velocities and the liquid system studied have to be taken into account. As for the 

sparger, porous plate spargers are shown to provide better mass transfer properties. Column design has to be 

taken into account. Generally, this article shows that the operating conditions of the WAO process (pressures 

up to 30 MPa, temperatures up to 573 K, water as the solvent) allow increasing mass transfer efficiency. 

However, a plateau is observed for some effects (pressure, superficial gas and liquid velocities) and better 

understanding of these effects would be necessary to optimise mass transfer. In particular, pressure effect has

been tested up to 19 MPa in literature and only up to 10 MPa for the water system. As a plateau may be 

observed, its effect has to be checked at higher pressures (up to 30 MPa) in WAO conditions in order to find 

the optimal conditions for mass transfer while reducing the cost of operation. The lack of correlations of the 

different parameters studied here at high pressure and high temperature conditions is then penalizing. 

5. REFERENCES
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Roman letters

A Parameter in the Krishna et al. (1991) correlation [-]

a Interfacial area (per volume of dispersion) [m
-1

]

aL Interfacial area (per volume of liquid) [m
-1

]

B Parameter in the Krishna et al. (1991) correlation [-]

B1, B2 Parameter in the Jordan and Schumpe (2001) correlations [-]

db Bubble diameter [m]

d32 Sauter bubble diameter [m]

db,0 Primary bubble diameter [m]

d0 Gas sparger orifice diameter [m]

C, C’ Constants in the Bouaifi et al. (2001) correlations [-]

C1 Parameter in the Jin et al. (2004) correlation [s
-1

]

c Equation 15 parameter [-]

Cv Volume concentration of solid [%]

CA* Solubility of gas A [mol.m
-3

]

CB Concentration of B in liquid [mol.m
-3

]

CpL Liquid heat capacity [J.kg
-1

.K
-1

]

Di Coefficients in the Mena et al (2011) correlation [-]

Dax, L Liquid axial dispersion coefficient [m
2
.s

-1
]

D0 Diameter of the distributor [m]

Dc Column diameter [m]

Dm,I,j Coefficient of molecular diffusivity (of compound i in solvent j) [m
2
.s

-1
]

ER Energy dissipation rate [J.s
-1

]

g Gravity constant [m.s
-2

]

Hi Parameters in the Yang et al. (2001) correlations [-]

Hc Column height/Dispersion height [m]

hP Probe position above the sparger [m]

Ii Parameters in the Kojima et al. (1997) correlations [-]

Ki Parameters in the Öztürk and Schumpe (1987) correlations [-]

KB Equation 15 parameter [-]

KB0 Equation 15 parameter [-]

kL Liquid mass transfer coefficient [m.s
-1

]

kLa Volumetric liquid mass transfer coefficient [s
-1

]

kr Kinetic constant [(mol.m
-3

)
1-m-n

.s
-1

]

M Gas phase momentum in Reilly et al. (1994) correlations [-]

Mi Molar mass of compound i [kg.mol
-1

]

m Partial order of reaction [-]

n Partial order of reaction [-]

N0 Number of holes in the sparger [-]

p Equation 15 parameter [-]

P Pressure [MPa]

qD Drift-Flux [m.s
-1

]

rh Radius of the liquid film between two coalescing bubbles [m]

tc Higbie’s theory contact time [s]

tB Contact time between two coalescing bubbles [s]

t Time [s]

T Temperature [K]

u Velocity fluctuation [m.s
-1

]

ub Bubble rising speed [m.s
-1

]

uBS Small bubble rising speed [m.s
-1

]

uBL Large bubble rising speed [m.s
-1

]

ub,0 Primary bubble rising speed [m.s
-1

]

ub∞ Bubble terminal rising speed [m.s
-1

]
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u0 Superficial gas velocity at sparger [m.s
-1

]

uG Superficial gas velocity [m.s
-1

]

uG, trans Superficial gas velocity at the end of the homogeneous regime [m.s
-1

]

uL Superficial liquid velocity [m.s
-1

]

uS Slip velocity [m.s
-1

]

vm,i Molar volume of solute i [m
3
/mol]

Vc Liquid recirculation velocity [m.s
-1

]

VR Dispersion volume [m
3
]

w Equation 18 and 19 parameter [-]

z Axial position in the column [m]

zi Parameters in the Parasu Veera and Joshi (2000) correlation [-]

Zi Parameters in the Reilly et al. (1994) correlations [-]

Greek letters

ΔP Differential pressure [Pa]

ΔP0 Pressure drop at sparger [Pa]

Δz Height difference [m]

εG Gas holdup [-]

εG, trans Gas holdup at the end of the homogeneous regime [-]

εL Liquid holdup [-]

σL Liquid surface tension [N.m
-1

]

ρG Gas density [kg.m
-3

]

ρL Liquid density [kg.m
-3

]

μL Liquid viscosity [Pa.s]

μSL Slurry viscosity [Pa.s]

μG Gas viscosity [Pa.s]

νh Film drainage speed [m.s
-1

]

υL Liquid kinematic viscosity [m².s
-1

]

υSL Slurry kinematic viscosity [m².s
-1

]

γL Thickness of the liquid film between two coalescing bubbles [m]

φ Absorption flux [mol.m
-3

.s
-1

]

Φ0 Open area [-]

τL Liquid residence time [s]

α Parameter of the Danckwerts equation [m
2
.s

-2
]

β Parameter of the Akita et al. (1974) correlation [-]

λL Liquid thermal conductivity [W.m
-1

.K
-1

]

Adimensionnal numbers

Re0L = ρLu0d0/μL Liquid Reynolds number at sparger

Fr0 = u0
2
/(gd0) Froude number at sparger

R = [2kr CA*
(m-1)

CB
n εL]/ [kLa (m+1)] ‘R’ number

Da = kLa.τL Damköhler number

Ha = ([2kr CA*
(m-1)

CB
n

Dm]/ [kL
2

(m+1)])
1/2

Hatta criterion

Mo = gμL
4
(ρL – ρG)/(ρL

2σL
3
) Morton number

PeL = uLDc/Dax,L Liquid axial Peclet number

Abbreviations

SB Semi-batch

Co-C Co-current

Coun-C Counter-current
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